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Now entering our fourth decade of manufacturing specialist Climbing, 

Mountaineering, and Industrial safety equipment, DMM commands a unique 

position in the industry by being the only remaining UK based company in 

this field. To get to this position we have had to endure some hard times 

and make some often quite painful decisions. However we have steadfastly 

reinvested in the fabric of the company, in the plant machinery and 

processes which enable us to make the very best equipment available, and 

not only that but be able to provide it at a price that is both competitive in 

the market place and reflects the quality of the product.

We are without doubt Steeped in Tradition and committed to Innovation.
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Sometimes we are guilty of assuming 
too much. Sometimes because we are 
so engrossed with our own products 
we assume that everybody else outside 
of the company has the same level of 
knowledge. This catalogue is designed 
to share more information with you, our 
customers about our product, how it’s 
made and, what it is designed to do, and 
how we have developed it.

Consistently over the years we have 
reinvested in the plant machinery and 
processes necessary to make the sort of 
cutting edge equipment we are renowned 
for. This investment has not only allowed 
us to make the equipment, but also make 
it more efficiently. 

We have invested at every stage of 
production; new cropping machine for 
cutting the aluminium bar, two new 
forging presses (we bought the first two 
to come on the market for 16 years); 
more efficient clipping tools; new solution 
treatment furnaces for the heat treatment 
which quadrupled our capacity, saved us 
money, time and used less power. Most 
recently we have commissioned two 
new Mazak Vertical Center Smart 430A 
machines. And the list goes on.

However it isn’t only in the factory where 
we have invested. We realise that to 
spread the word about our products we 
need clear channels of communication. 
With that in mind our website has been 
totally redesigned and it is now not just an 
up to date reference for all our products 
but also a resource for those who want 
to know more about processes like 
anodising, or the strengths and limitations 
of dyneema and nylon slings. 

Breaking news articles too about 

worldwide climbing exploits from our 
climbing team including Nick Bullock, 
Leo Houlding, Lucy Creamer, and local 
news from the likes of Ioan Doyle, Callum 
Musket and latest recruits James Macaffie 
and Emma Twyford.

We attend and support many events and 
shows, large and small, not just in the UK 
but worldwide. In the UK our team has 
covered the length and breadth of the 
British Isles showcasing the products and 
giving practical demonstrations about 
the gear we produce, and explaining a 
little bit more about what DMM are about. 
We have thrown open the factory doors 
on four occasions to offer open days for 
climbers to come and see first hand just 
how much care and attention goes into 
our manufacturing processes. Hundreds 
of end users have been fortunate enough 
to witness the intricacies of this standard 
of manufacturing.

We support and work closely with various 
organizations, the BMC, AMI, BMG, NICAS, 
as well as the AMA (Army Mountaineering 
association). In so doing we hope we are 
putting a little bit back into the activities 
of which we are an integral part, helping 
to encourage young and new climbers to 
have a go at the sport.

DMM isn’t a faceless, corporate 
organization. At every opportunity 
we try to interact with climbers and 
mountaineers of every ability. Our desire 
is to not only produce the best climbing 
gear possible but allow our customers to 
fully understand how we do this and why 
the very high standards we set ourselves 
are so important.

If you find yourself in our neck of the 
woods call in and we’ll show you around. 
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Introduction

Joe Sterling, Wounded Knee (8+/9-), 
Marientaler Wände, Frankenjura

Photograph ray Wood 



New Products 

Our product range continues to grow year on year, and 2012/13 will be no 

exception. Here is a preview of the new or changed products we have been 

working on over the last year. Our inspiration for new products comes from a 

variety of sources. Internally we rely heavily on the experience and knowledge 

of our employees, many of whom perform to a very high standard indeed 

themselves, but we also have a wealth of feedback from sponsored 

climbers, not only based in the UK, but across Europe and beyond.

So, some products featured below have first seen the light of day in our 

neighbourhood North Wales, but others have also been tested from  

the steep pocketed crags of the Frankenjura to the steely icefalls of 

rjukan or Canmore.

Product testing is an integral part of the whole development cycle and  

we do our best to ensure that we have thoroughly proved and tested 

every piece of new kit before it is released into the marketplace, and what 

better way to test it than use it ourselves?
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ROPE

>

Lighten your rack still further 
with the Migrant 8.2 mm or 
New Breed 9.4 mm, both new 
to our range this year.

QuickdRaw 
cOLOuR OPTiONS

New colour options on selected 
biners and quickdraws.

>



DMM developed this special screwgate for helicopter rescue usage.  
The new gate construction brings an unshakeable lock to the standard 
screwgate. Tried and fully field tested by the military they are now in every 
day use in the heli-rescue field. We envisage they will become increasingly 
popular in rigging, top roping or anywhere where extra security is desirable.

aNTi-ViBE caRaBiNERS>

rOPES / DEMON CAM / ANTI-VIBE

dEMON caM>
Single stem, single axle the 
Demon Cam is a great addition to 
our active protection range.
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HArNESSES / SOFT GOODS / HOODIES 

HaRNESSES>
Our whole range of padded harnesses has 

received a facelift which include new features and 

modern colours.

ROPE BagS / cHaLk BagS>

A complete redesign of our soft goods range to bring 
it right up to date.

HOOdiES aNd T-SHiRTS

>

Men’s, women’s and children’s versions 

of classic “Climb Now, Work Later” 

hoodies and T’s in a variety of colours.
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ICE AXES / TErrIEr / BULLDOG  

The new DMM axe range is the result of 30 years of 
technical knowledge combined with valuable feedback 
from a broad range of climbers. The underlying 
requirement was to make a set of tools that offer 
exceptional performance and are built to withstand 
the rigours of modern climbing by being ‘bombproof’ - 
sturdy, strong and dependable. 

icE aXES>

Versatile, lighter and more user friendly 
than before.

BuLLdOg & TERRiER>
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DMM Design
To maintain the flow of new products we continually bring to the 
marketplace, it hasn’t been sufficient just to improve our production 
efficiency. Important though that is, without the skill, flair and 
technical know-how of our design team, those new products would 
never reach the production stage. So, our team has been gradually 
growing in size, Fred was joined by Gethin over 10 years ago, and Elliot 
Tanner arrived on the scene just over three years ago. To ensure that 
not only our recreational climbing side developed smoothly, but also 
our Professional side we have more recently employed the services of 
rob Farrer. Add in the valuable work carried out by Ed, and Sam who 
have been undertaking internships, and you have a highly skilled and 
talented design team who work closely with our toolroom experts to 
bring the products smoothly through to production.
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DESIGN  

Using the design package Solidworks our designers 

can create solutions to the very specific design 

briefs created by the product development team in 

conjuction with the sales staff.

TOOL MAKING  

With a very comprehensive toolroom and a very 

experienced group of toolmakers, we can swiftly 

create the tooling required to turn the designs and 

prototypes into production spec units.Not only that 

but we can service and maintain all this tooling  

in house.

PrOTOTYPING  

Prototypes can be machined very efficiently and 

quickly on one of our dedicated CNC machines, for us 

to continually refine the design until the final version 

ticks all the boxes. We can then of course go and test 

it to confirm this is the case.



DMM Technology
Probably the two main areas we have invested in most 
heavily recently have been the CNC machining, heat 
treatment and hot forging. Most recently we have 
brought in two new Mazak Vertical Center Smart  
430A machines which will bring the total to seven. 

The heat treatment now has a capacity four times 
more efficient than last year, with the custom built 
furnaces working more efficiently and saving us  
money on power and adding to our efforts to 
manufacture in a cost effective fashion. 

Our hot forging capacity has been boosted by a further 
two Weingarten presses bringing the tally to seven.

DMM Design

CNC MACHINING  

State of the art Mazak machining centres have been 

added to further increase our capacity and efficiency. 

More and more processes are being transferred onto 

these very complicated machines allowing for an 

even quicker and slicker throughput of products.

HOT FOrGING  

Hot Forging is now our signature piece in terms 

of manufacture. We use this process to create the 

intricate shapes of our new I Beam biners, as well as 

many other products/components. We have 7 forging 

presses, ranging from 160 to 1500 tons capability.  

Hot Forging allows us to move metal around to create 

very light but very strong products.

> All locking/non locking biners Hot Forged

> I Beam construction for lightness and strength

> Intricate and ergonomic shapes

> Efficient production route
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DMM Manufacturing
At every stage of manufacturing, we have increased our efficiency 
either by new machinery or new processes, or technologies. We 
built a new Assembly area and a new CNC building two years 
ago in order to create a layout that allows for fast and efficient 
throughput of product. Lighter, more roomy, better laid out and 
therefore more efficient.

The two new Forging presses have meant greater capacity and 
also greater flexibility in this area too. We really are more self 
sufficient and contained. The old adage of everything under one 

roof holds good, its just that that roof is getting ever bigger! 

HEAT TrEATMENT  

Heat Treatment is the single most important 

process in the production route. Without the correct 

treatment a carabiner could fail at half the rated 

strength. We carry out all aluminium Heat Treatment 

in-house and are able to create recipes for every 

product or component part, prescribing exact times 

and temperatures for each one.

> Every aluminium product treated on site

> Furnaces accurate to +/- 1 ºc

> Complete records for traceability

> Computerised control

METAL FINISHING  

Vibrating and rumbling are ways of smoothing the 

surfaces of the products we have forged, machined, 

drilled etc. The components are vibrated in large tubs 

of ceramic chips. Timing is important here too so as 

not to lose too much material, but also end up with 

a super smooth and sleek end product. Most biners 

will probably be vibrated for approx 24 hours. Size of 

chips is also critical in relation to the various products 

so as to ensure that all surfaces are treated correctly.

> Every aluminium product treated

> Smooth rounded edges

> Complete records for traceability

> Strict control of waste products

ASSEMBLY   

Assembly work is very intricate and requires a fine 

touch. Many of our key staff have been there for a 

good number of years, but we are always aware of 

the need to train new staff up to maintain quality and 

consistency.
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DMM Manufacturing DMM Quality

INSPECTION  

Our team of five Final Inspectors and two who 

inspect post anodising, are very experienced indeed. 

Between them they inspect hundreds of thousands 

of units over the course of the year. They will pick up 

any cosmetic, mechanical or manufacturing faults 

if they appear, and then ensure that the necessary 

corrective action is taken to prevent it happening 

again Most product groups are 100% inspected.

TESTING / IN-LINE CHECKS  

Prevention is better than cure, and we have rigorous 

in line checks at every stage to ensure that each 

process is carried out to specifications laid out in the 

batch card that accompanies every single unit we 

make. This helps maintain quality, and also gives us 

complete tracability.

TENSILE TESTING

We sample test a specific number of products from 

every batch. All products are tested in accordance 

with the relevant European standard and the 

results calculated using the three sigma system to 

accurately rate their strengths. We were the first 

company worldwide to use the 3 sigma rating system 

for climbing hardware. Apart from the regulation 

standard tests, we also have the facility to carry out 

our own in house tests to further prove the integrity 

of our products.

The Quality Management System maintained by DMM is registered to 
BS EN ISO 9001;2008 quality management systems requirements. 
Quality however isn’t just a matter of systems, it requires the help, 
co-operation and vigilance of our entire workforce to minimise the 
likelihood of any faults occurring with our products. Several factors 
contribute to minimising the chances of this happening. Having all 
safety critical processes under one roof gives us greater control, 
retaining staff in key areas so as to keep that skill and knowledge 
within the company, and continuing to train our staff to cope with the 
ever increasing demands of the more complex products we produce 

are three very important examples of this. That is why we are 
confident that we make every effort to maintain the quality and 

consistency of the products we produce here in Llanberis.
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Non-locking carabiners 
are a fundamental part 
of any climbers rack, 
so you should take time 
to become familiar with 
the factors that affect 
performance before making 
your selection.

Key factors to 
consider are:
> Strength (gate open especially)

> Design features that optimise safety

> Ergonomics

> Intended end use: sport or trad climbing

The Anatomy  
of a carabiner



a B c d
a B c d

A Gate Closed strength

B Gate Open strength

C Minor Axis strength

D EEC Directive to which products adhere

A Year of manufacture [09 - 2009]

B The day of the year the product was marked [119th day]

C Individual serial number [1003rd component marked that day]

D Machine that serialized the product [A = rotary Laser Marker]

StrEngtH MarKIngS UnIqUE ID MarKIngS [biner spine]

Every DMM carabiner carries two distinct sets of markings. The first set, along the flat beam indicate the 

strengths of the product. The second set is found on the spine of the carabiner in the form of a unique serial 

number. The number allows every single item to be individually traced back to its original date and order of 

production.

StrEngtH anD ID MarKIngS 

Strength
The strength of a carabiner in the gate open orientation is a very important 
factor. 7kN is the European standard, however, 8 or 9kN provides a greater 
level of safety in hard falls.

Look for a firm and even gate pressure to ensure the biner stays closed as 
much as possible.
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KEY tO MarKIngS 

You can check the strength of any carabiner by 

reading the markings on the side.

 Major axis strength  

 The strength of the biner when  

 loading along the back bar

 Minor axis strength  

 The strength of the biner when  

 loaded across the gate

 Gate open strength  

 The strength of the biner with the  

 gate in an open position

A steep top bar on a carabiner will drive 

any load towards the apex where it 

meets the backbar.

This loads the carabiner in its 

strongest orientation.

A flat top bar can allow the carabiner 

to be loaded away from the back bar 

where leverage can cause significant 

damage at low loads.

DESIgn OF tHE tOP Bar 



Design
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The carabiners nose is a critical point 

to consider.

Gear can hang up on large gate 

notches and cause the carabiner to be 

loaded in a dangerous position.

Choose carabiners with small notches 

or clean nose carabiners with no 

notch at all.

nOSE DESIgn

Ergonomics
Every carabiner is different and there 
is a wide range to choose from after 
considering the design factors.
Make sure the carabiner is right for you 
by testing it as much as possible instore.
Test different handgrips, the size, the force 
needed to open the gate, your dexterity 
with the biner and if winter climbing, try 
the carabiner with gloves on.

OtHEr DESIgn FEatUrES

Lookout for special depressions at the top and bottom of the spine

These rope grooves will help load rope and slings to the optimal positions 

on the carabiner

Modern designs use hot forging to ‘move metal’ from areas that are 

naturally strong to areas that are inherently weaker

This creates a more balanced/lighter carabiner and allows for the bottom 

radius to be built up becoming kinder to ropes

Shrouded noses are a great way to prevent wiregates from accidentally 

opening and help from snagging on gear
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Intended use: sport or trad climbing? 
WIrEgatE Or SOlIDgatE?

Both have advantages and disadvantages in  

different situations

Differences

Weight One of the major differences is that 

wiregate equivalents of solidgates can 

be lighter, important if your rack is 

already weighing you down

Icing up Wiregates tend to be less prone to icing 

up in winter conditions

Durability Solidgate biners are generally intended 

for sport climbing, and are often 

designed to be more durable than 

wiregate biners because of the intended 

use on bolts (steel bolts are tough on  

alloy carabiners)

Clipping Forged or bent solidgates can be formed 

into shapes that facilitate clipping on 

desperate moves, an advantage in sport  

climbing

nYlOn vS DYnEEMa

These 2 materials are both used for quickdraws 

(QD’s), but which is right for you?

Dyneema is the preferred material of choice for trad 

climbers; because weight for weight it is stronger 

than nylon and so it can be thinner, therefore more 

flexible and inevitably lighter 

Sport climbers often prefer chunkier nylon QD’s that 

are easier to grab hold of in extreme situations.

remember to choose a variety of lengths, as a long 

QD will reduce drag on a meandering route

 DYnEEMa> nYlOn>

 WIrEgatE>  StraIgHt gatE>  BEnt gatE>



Deciding to buy your first rack is as 

exciting as it is daunting; the aim of this 

advice is to help you choose the right 

equipment for your needs.

As a Mountaineering Instructor I’ve 

been advising folk on gear choice for 

many years, the whole process boils 

down to 3 things in the end; 

Where will you be climbing? What’s 

your style of climbing? And how much 

money do you have to spend.

The last one is easy, buy cheap 

buy twice. All climbing equipment 

these days is made under very strict 

guidelines. As long as your intended 

purchase is new and is sold in a 

reputable shop in the UK, it will be safe. 

Cheaper climbing gear just won’t last 

very long. Carabiners and wires will 

wear quickly, moving parts will stiffen 

and material slings will ‘fur up’. Clearly 

climbing equipment is made to look 

after you and your climbing partner’s 

life, how much is that worth?

Your style of climbing is an important 

consideration, if you are climbing 

single pitch routes of 15-20m then you 
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Building your first climbing rack

Peak District Gritstone  
(SINGLE PITCH UP TO VS STANDArD)

> 8 medium length quickdraws

> 1 set of wallnuts, 1-11, on 2 oval carabiners for racking

> 5 Dragon Cams, size 1-5, 1 carabiner on each cam

> 2 Torque nuts, size 2-3, on 1 carabiner

> 1 240cm sling, with a separate snap gate carabiner

> 2 120cm sling, each with a separate snap gate carabiner

> 3 screw gate carabiners, make one an HMS

> A nut key (Sheffield steel, made in North Wales)

> 1 belay device and carabiner

Classic gritstone, valkyrie (vS 4c),  
the roaches

Photograph ray Wood 



ED CHArD 

Ed is a full time Mountain Instructor, Expedition 

Leader and Technical Advisor and has been working 

in the Outdoor industry for the last 20years.

He runs courses himself and also works on a 

freelance basis for various companies throughout 

the UK.

Ed holds the Mountain Instructor Certificate, the 

highest award for instructors working in the UK.

will need less equipment. If you are 

climbing longer mountaineering routes 

you will need to have a smaller but 

more versatile rack. If you are climbing 

multi pitch routes then you will need a 

combination of both. If you are sport 

climbing on fixed anchors then quick 

draws, some slings and a few screw 

gate carabiners will be enough.

Where you climb will determine the 

amount of gear you will need and also 

the type of gear you will be carrying. 

For instance, if you are climbing 

gritstone in Derbyshire you will need 

more cams due to the rough nature of 

the rock and the abundance of wide 

cracks. On North Wales slate, small 

wires are very handy whilst on the sea 

cliffs of the South West, large wires 

always seem to come in handy.

As you start to climb harder routes 

you will discover that the leader 

placed protection gets smaller, is 

more spaced and is harder to find.

The best way to increase your 

confidence in leading ‘trad’ routes is 

to hire a Mountaineering Instructor. 

They will give you all the top tips 

and handy hints that will make your 

lead climbing that bit safer and more 

enjoyable.

For more information on finding 

a member of the Association of 

Mountaineering Instructors (AMI) in 

your area, go to: www.ami.org.uk
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Ogwen Valley, North Wales 
(MULTI PITCH rOUTES UP TO VS STANDArD)

> 8 medium length quickdraws

> 4 long quickdraws

> 1 set of wallnuts, 1-11, on 2 oval carabiners for racking

> Extra wallnuts, sizes 4-8, on an oval carabiner

> 3 Dragon Cams, size 1-3, 1 carabiner on each cam

> 2 Torque nuts, size 3 and 4, on 1 carabiner

> 1 240cm sling, with a separate snap gate carabiner

> 3 120cm sling, each with a separate snap gate carabiner

> 4 screw gate carabiners, make one an HMS

> A nut key (Sheffield steel, made in North Wales)

> 1 belay device and carabiner

ryan Simpson on the exquisite  
Sub-Cneifion rib (v.Diff), Ogwen

Photograph ray Wood 



 

Where to start with what to take on a 

sports climbing day? It can be pretty 

confusing but its always better to have 

too much than too little and don’t forget 

the essentials otherwise it could be a 

very disappointing day out!!

My first essential would be a rope, its 

important to check heights of crag and 

have in mind the route you would like to 

get on so that you have the right rope 

to cover the height plus getting back to 

the ground 60m tends to cover a lot of 

routes in the UK though 80m ropes are 

fast becoming the norm for abroad.

For the last year I have been testing out 

the new DMM Prodigy rope (9.8mm) 

and very recently the New Breed rope 

(9.4mm), both of these handle superbly 

and the prodigy has taken some pretty 

heavy redpointing abuse in its stride. If 

you have the budget its worth taking a 

thicker rope such as the project (10mm) 

to work a route and then having a 

thinner rope such as the New Breed for 

redpoint attempts etc. If not and you 

only have the budget for one rope then 

go for a high end 9mm rope and go for 

an 80m rope so that you have length 

to spare to do some chopping when the 

ends get a bit worn! The Statement rope 

is also a good budget option, it is 10mm 

thick so it should wear well and last a 

while if you don’t abuse it too much. An 

additional point worth mentioning is that 

if you do a lot of sport climbing by the 

sea it is worth looking for a dry treated 

rope such as the Prodigy or Project 

ropes which will last longer.

Next in line would be my harness, its 

pretty important to have something 

comfortable and supportive to climb in 

that is well made especially if you are 

on a route working it for a long time 

or on big multipitch routes; lightweight 

and minimalist should come as a 

secondary consideration. Currently I 

have the women’s DMM Puma harness 

which serves its purpose for all types 

of climbing, for most people who are 

on a budget finding one harness that 

covers sport and traditional climbing is a 

sensible option.

Another must is a lovely selection 

of quickdraws for all terrain. With 

quickdraws its definitely better to have 

too many than too few, I have made the 

mistake where most of the draws were 

in on a route I onsighted but a few were 

not in at the top but I forgot to take any 

with me so on really steep climbing I 

kept having to down climb bits to get 

a few draws for the top - lesson learnt! 

Always count the number of bolts 

before starting and then take a couple 

of extras just in case. Its also good to 

have variety of lengths, in my kit I have 

ten shorties, five medium and five long 

ones; 20 in total. For a lot of routes in 

the UK you may only need between  

5 - 10 draws as they are pretty short.

This last year I have been using the new 

DMM Alpha sport quickdraws, in short 

they are AMAZING!! If I could think of 

my perfect quickdraw then DMM pretty 

much went and designed it. Aesthetically 

it is a beautiful and sexy biner design 

mixed with good functionality. The 

beauty of this draw and some of the 
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Building your first 
sport climbing rack

Emma twyford 

Photograph ray Wood 

EMMA TWYFOrD

Emma was born in Exeter in 1986, but grew up 

in the Lakes. Her dad is a climber so she started 

climbing at a young age.

“My Dad and his friends from the Mountain rescue 

team took me climbing. I used to swing on the trees 

at the bottom and they took me up some easy 

multipitch climbs at Shepherds Crag in Borrowdale. 

I got hooked pretty quickly.”



other sports draws is that it has a solid 

gate, you can’t beat the satisfaction 

of the sound the gate makes when it 

snaps back after having clipped the 

rope in and knowing you are safe. 

It combines being a good draw for 

redpointing with being lightweight 

enough to use for onsighting too. 

The Prowire is a good budget option 

but it is also extremely lightweight  

and has some pretty innovative  

design features. 

For a solid gate budget option rather 

than a wire gate the aero quickdraw 

is a good option that is designed 

for sport climbing and still fairly 

lightweight.

The high end solid gate alternative 

option is the shadow quickdraw which 

has been at the forefront for a while, 

it uses I-Beam construction (not used 

for the Aero) which means it is lighter 

but still maintains the same strength. 

To make this even lighter you can 

pair it with a spectre biner at the rope 

clipping end.

Finally a nice extra is a clip stick to clip 

the first bolts or to clip your way up 

a project - pretty handy at times! Oh 

and don’t forget a belay device, your 

chalk, a brush and your trusty beloved 

pair of climbing boots.

Most importantly don’t forget to have 

fun out on the crag and take a heap 

load of psyche with you! 
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Emma twyford working Youthanasia  
(8b/+), lower Pen trwyn

Photograph ray Wood 
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caRaBiNER cOMPaRiSONS

Spectre 2   TRAD SPORT WINTER CLEAN 
NOSE

PRODUCT 
CODE

PAGE 
NO.

A358 29

Phantom TRAD SPORT WINTER CLEAN 
NOSE

PRODUCT 
CODE

PAGE 
NO.

A318 28

Alpha Light TRAD SPORT WINTER CLEAN 
NOSE

PRODUCT 
CODE

PAGE 
NO.

A518 27

Alpha Trad TRAD SPORT WINTER CLEAN 
NOSE

PRODUCT 
CODE

PAGE 
NO.

A508 26> Full size clean nose wire gate biner
> Strong and lightweight I-Beam construction
> Safer, deeper rope basket
> Easy to handle, grippy shape
> Generous 8.5mm rope radius
> Clean nose profile to reduce snagging
> Available as an 11mm dyneema quickdraw in  
 12cm, 18cm or 25cm lengths

> Ultra lightweight clean nosed wire gate biner
> Strong and super lightweight I-Beam   
 construction
> Safer, deeper rope basket
> Easy to handle, grippy shape
> Generous 8.5mm rope radius
> Clean nose profile to reduce snagging
> Available as an 11mm dyneema quickdraw in  
 12cm, 18cm or 25cm lengths

> Original super lightweight wire gate biner
> Strong and lightweight I Beam construction
> Rope groove to locate rope correctly
> Available as an 11mm dyneema quickdraw in  
 12cm, 18cm or 25cm lengths
> Available as the Phantom Colourpack, with 5  
 different colours

> Classic all round wire gate biner
> Lightweight I-Beam construction
> Safer, deeper rope basket
> Easy to handle back shape
> Generous 8.5mm rope radius
> Modified nose profile to protect the gate
> Available as the Spectre 2 Colourpack
> Available as an 11mm dyneema quickdraw in  
 12cm, 18cm or 25cm lengths
> Also available as a Spectre 2/Shadow 11mm 
 dyneema quickdraw in 12cm or 18cm lengths
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caRaBiNER cOMPaRiSONS

Alpha Pro   TRAD SPORT WINTER CLEAN 
NOSE

PRODUCT 
CODE

PAGE 
NO.

A521 34

Alpha Clip TRAD SPORT WINTER CLEAN 
NOSE

PRODUCT 
CODE

PAGE 
NO.

A526 35

Prowire   TRAD SPORT WINTER CLEAN 
NOSE

PRODUCT 
CODE

PAGE 
NO.

A208 31

Shield TRAD SPORT WINTER CLEAN 
NOSE

PRODUCT 
CODE

PAGE 
NO.

A248 30> Twisted wire gate biner
> Lightweight I-Beam construction
> Patented Wirelock clean nose
> Easy to handle kinked back shape
> Generous 9.4mm rope radius
> Available as an 11mm dyneema quickdraw in  
 12cm, 18cm or 25cm lengths

> Hot forged
> Curved wire gate to give constant tension for ease 
 of clipping and increased long term safety
> Shrouded nose to minimise the chance of the gate 
 opening accidentally
> Available as an 11mm dyneema quickdraw in 12cm, 
 18cm or 25cm lengths
> Also available as either a Prowire/Aero Bent or an 
 Aero Straight/Prowire 11mm dyneema quickdraw  
 in 12cm lengths

> Strong I Beam construction
> Clean nose
> Hot Forged bent gate to aid clipping
> Deep secure rope basket
> Generous rope radius
> Grooves in back for more secure handling

> The ultimate solid gate, sport climbing biner
> Strong and lightweight I-Beam construction
> Safer, deeper rope basket
> Easy to handle, grippy shape
> Generous 8.5mm rope radius
> Clean nose profile to reduce snagging
> Available as the Alpha Sport, a variable width   
 nylon quickdraw in 12cm, 18cm or 25cm lengths



caRaBiNER cOMPaRiSONS

Shadow TRAD SPORT WINTER CLEAN 
NOSE

PRODUCT 
CODE

PAGE 
NO.

A301 32> Classic sport climbing straight gate biner
> Strong and lightweight I-Beam construction
> Clean nose profile to reduce snagging
> Available as the Shadow Quickdraw on variable  
 width nylon or 11mm dyneema tape 
> Available as the Shadow/Spectre 2 Quickdraw  
 with 11mm dyneema tape in 12cm or 18cm  
 lengths

Aero Straight Gate TRAD SPORT WINTER CLEAN 
NOSE

PRODUCT 
CODE

PAGE 
NO.

A221 36> Budget priced straight gate biner
> Clean nose design to reduce snagging
> Thumb groove on gate to improve handling
> Available as the Aero Quickdraw with 16mm nylon 
 tape in 12cm or 18cm lengths
> Also available as an Aero Straight/Prowire 11mm 
 dyneema quickdraw in 12cm lengths

Shadow Bent Gate TRAD SPORT WINTER CLEAN 
NOSE

PRODUCT 
CODE

PAGE 
NO.

A306 33> Classic sport climbing bent gate biner
> Strong and lightweight I-Beam construction
> Clean nose profile to reduce snagging
> Available as the Shadow Quickdraw on variable  
 width nylon or 11mm dyneema tape 
> Available as the Shadow/Spectre 2 Quickdraw  
 with 11mm dyneema tape in 12cm or 18cm lengths

Aero Bent Gate TRAD SPORT WINTER CLEAN 
NOSE

PRODUCT 
CODE

PAGE 
NO.

A226 37> Shrouded nose
> Deep gate bend for easy rope clipping
> Rope groove to help direct any loads against 
 the spine
> Available as the Aero Quickdraw with 16mm nylon 
 tape in 12cm or 18cm lengths
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caRaBiNER cOMPaRiSONS

revolver TRAD SPORT WINTER CLEAN 
NOSE

PRODUCT 
CODE

PAGE 
NO.

A238 38

Mamba TRAD SPORT WINTER CLEAN 
NOSE

PRODUCT 
CODE

PAGE 
NO.

A286-12 39> Original hot forged sport climbing biner
> Captive quickdraw design to aid clipping and 
 maintain correct orientation
> Available as the Mamba Quickdraw with 16mm 
 nylon tape in a 12cm length
> Available as the Mamba Single with 16mm nylon 
 tape in a 12cm length

> Shrouded nose
> Wire gate to save weight
> Unique pulley wheel biner 
> I-Beam construction
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Carabiners are central to our product range 

and we have a very varied and broad collection. 

Sometimes this broad range can be a little baffling 

or overwhelming, with such a wide choice on offer. 

It is important to understand the differences, 

advantages and benefits of the different models  

so you can choose a product which is fit for  

your purpose.

Fortunately our base line sets the bar at a very high 

level from the start. All our wire gate biners and solid 

gates are hot forged from high quality aluminium alloy 

7075. This alloy is commonly used in the aerospace 

industry and other areas of manufacturing which 

require similar characteristics. 7075 is very tough and 

ductile meaning we can achieve just the right level of 

hardness to reach high strength ratings that we set 

ourselves. Hot Forging has allowed us to use the I Beam 

construction, first used on our revolver carabiner 

which removes metal, (and therefore weight) from 

where it isn’t required and adds material to key points 

such as rope radius’ or stress points. All this is done 

without compromising the functionality of the product 

or its strength. 
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Carabiners  
and Quickdraws

CArABINErS AND QUICKDrAWS

alex Megos pocket pulling on a güllich Frankenjura 
classic, Killer (F8b), Schüttersmühler Wand.

Photograph ray Wood 
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It is this blend of all three qualities,  
strength, weight and functionality that  

sets our product range apart.

Light carabiners don’t have to be tiny or weak, they can also 

be strong carabiners just like the Phantom. However despite 

being strong, the Phantom isn’t designed specifically for 

the rigours of modern Sports climbing and not therefore 

suitable for working a route and taking repeated falls. The 

Alpha Sport on the other hand, is also strong, but in addition 

more robust and therefore more able to cope with those 

repeated falls which often occur when pushing your grade 

Sports Climbing. That said it weighs more than a Phantom 

as it is larger, to make its handling ideal, and heavier as there 

is by default more metal. It’s a case of choosing 

the right tool for the job. The Phantom 

and the Alpha are two ends of the 

spectrum, and there are biners in 

between that can be viewed as 

more versatile and therefore more 

all rounders.

The Alpha Trad and the Spectre 2 are both wire gates which  

are ideal for Trad Climbing and also excellent in Winter as 

the gates will not freeze up. The Alpha has more features 

such as a bent back for better ergonomics and grippy 

grooves for more secure handling. It also has a clean nose, 

so eliminates the potential for the biner snagging when 

clipping or unclipping. 

The Shadow and Aero are both traditional solid gate  

biners with straight and bent gates. Bent gates are probably 

still viewed by most as the easiest and best for rope  

clipping, and so widely used in sports climbing. The Shadow 

is a little lighter as it has an I Beam construction and is  

also a little lighter, but both these biners still have clean  

nose construction.



Alpha Trad
If you want a state of the art, clean nose, wire gate biner 
but prefer something larger than an Alpha Light, then this 
is the one for you. 

The Alpha Trad handles exceptionally well, even in winter 
when you’re wearing gloves. Your mate with the massive 
bear-like hands will like them too – he might even be 
tempted to update his rack with them! And if he still 
resists, remind him that wire gates are less likely to freeze 
up than solid ones. That should do the trick. 

It has a grippy back bone – this means you are unlikely to 
drop them, but more importantly you won’t be fumbling 
any of those tricky clips.

aLPHa TRad FEaTuRES

> Full size clean nose wire gate biner

> Strong and lightweight I-Beam construction

> Safer, deeper rope basket

> Easy to handle, grippy shape

> Generous 8.5mm rope radius

> Clean nose profile to reduce snagging

> Available as an 11mm dyneema quickdraw in  

 12cm, 18cm or 25cm lengths

PRODUCT STRENGTH 
[GATE CLOSED]

STRENGTH 
[GATE OPEN]

STRENGTH 
[MINOR AXIS]

WEIGHT LENGTH GATE OPENING CATALOGUE NO.  

ALPHA TRAD 24 kN 9 kN 7 kN 34 g 27 mm A508

ALPHA TRAD BLT 24 kN 9 kN 7 kN 34 g 27 mm A508BLT

ALPHA TRAD QUICKDRAW 77 g 12 cm [11 mm Dyneema] A508-12

ALPHA TRAD QUICKDRAW 80 g 18 cm [11 mm Dyneema] A508-18

ALPHA TRAD QUICKDRAW 82 g 25 cm [11 mm Dyneema] A508-25

ALPHA TRAD COLOURPACK 170 g A508-P5COL

 alPHa traD Blt>

 alPHa traD>
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alPHa traD qUICKDraWS 
[3 DYNEEMA LENGTHS AVAILABLE]

>

12 cm 18 cm 25 cm

alPHa traD COlOUrPaCK 
5 DIFFErENT COLOUrS

>
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Alpha Light
It’s not easy improving on a super lightweight biner like the 
Phantom, but that was our goal when we started to design 
the Alpha Light. 

We wanted all the weight advantages of the Phantom, but 
with better handling and a bigger gate opening. So we 
kinked the back bone to increase the gate opening and 
put a grooved pattern on the outside of the biner under 
the natural holding positions. If you drop one of these it’s 
definitely not our fault!

The functionality improvements did not end there though 
- a clean nose design was also added to reduce snagging 
when clipping or unclipping.

alPHa lIgHt qUICKDraWS 
[3 DYNEEMA LENGTHS AVAILABLE]

PRODUCT STRENGTH 
[GATE CLOSED]

STRENGTH 
[GATE OPEN]

STRENGTH 
[MINOR AXIS]

WEIGHT LENGTH GATE OPENING CATALOGUE NO.  

ALPHA LIGHT 24 kN 9 kN 7 kN TBC 25 mm A518

ALPHA LIGHT BLT 24 kN 9 kN 7 kN TBC 25 mm A518BLT

ALPHA LIGHT QUICKDRAW TBC 12 cm [8mm Dyneema] A518-12

ALPHA LIGHT QUICKDRAW TBC 18 cm [8 mm Dyneema] A518-18

ALPHA LIGHT QUICKDRAW TBC 25 cm [8 mm Dyneema] A518-25

ALPHA LIGHT COLOURPACK TBC A518-P5COL

> Ultra lightweight clean nosed wire gate biner

> Strong and super lightweight I-Beam construction

> Safer, deeper rope basket

> Easy to handle, grippy shape

> Generous 8.5mm rope radius

> Clean nose profile to reduce snagging

> Available as an 8mm dyneema quickdraw in  

 12cm, 18cm or 25cm lengths

aLPHa LigHT FEaTuRES

 alPHa lIgHt>

>
 alPHa lIgHt Blt>

alPHa lIgHt COlOUrPaCK 
5 DIFFErENT COLOUrS

>

12 cm 18 cm 25 cm



PRODUCT STRENGTH 
[GATE CLOSED]

STRENGTH 
[GATE OPEN]

STRENGTH 
[MINOR AXIS]

WEIGHT LENGTH GATE OPENING CATALOGUE NO.  

PHANTOM 23 kN 9 kN 7 kN 26 g 22 mm A318

PHANTOM BLT 23 kN 9 kN 7 kN 26 g 22 mm A318BLT

PHANTOM QUICKDRAW 61 g 12 cm [8 mm Dyneema] A318-12

PHANTOM QUICKDRAW 64 g 18 cm [8 mm Dyneema] A318-18

PHANTOM QUICKDRAW 66 g 25 cm [8 mm Dyneema] A318-25

PHANTOM COLOURPACK 127.5 g A318-P5COL

PHantOM qUICKDraWS 
[3 DYNEEMA LENGTHS AVAILABLE]

>

Phantom
Pick up a rack of these beauties and prepare to be  
amazed – trust us, it really is shocking how so much gear  
can weigh so little!

Being super light is not the whole story though. You also 
need to find the optimum balance between size, strength 
and weight.

Sure, we could have made this biner smaller, and as a result, 
lighter, but there comes a point when a tiny biner becomes 
a key ring – too fiddley to hold. Functionality is just as 
important as weight, and let’s face it, the Phantom is already 
astonishingly light at 26 grams. 

PHaNTOM FEaTuRES

> Original super lightweight wire gate biner

> Strong and lightweight I Beam construction

> Rope groove to locate rope correctly

> Available as an 8mm dyneema quickdraw in 12cm, 

 18cm or 25cm lengths

> Available as the Phantom Colourpack, with 5  

 different colours
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PHantOM COlOUrPaCK 
5 DIFFErENT COLOUrS AVAILABLE

>

PHantOM Blt>

PHantOM>

12 cm 18 cm 25 cm
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PRODUCT STRENGTH 
[GATE CLOSED]

STRENGTH 
[GATE OPEN]

STRENGTH 
[MINOR AXIS]

WEIGHT LENGTH GATE OPENING CATALOGUE NO.  

SPECTRE 2 24 kN 9 kN 8 kN 32 g 27 mm A358

SPECTRE 2 BLT 24 kN 9 kN 8 kN 32 g 27 mm A358BLT

SPECTRE 2 QUICKDRAW 73 g 12 cm [11 mm Dyneema] A358-12

SPECTRE 2 QUICKDRAW 76 g 18 cm [11 mm Dyneema] A358-18

SPECTRE 2 QUICKDRAW 80 g 25 cm [11 mm Dyneema] A358-25

SPECTRE 2 COLOURPACK 160 g A358-P5COL

SPECtrE 2 qUICKDraWS 
[3 DYNEEMA LENGTHS AVAILABLE]

>

Spectre 2
We think of this as the Phantom’s big brother – the perfect 
option if you prefer the handling qualities of a larger biner. 
It’s certainly big enough to work well if you are wearing 
winter gloves.

We’ve made some subtle, but important changes from the 
original Spectre. For example it has a safer, deeper ‘rope 
basket’ - that being the techy term for the crook of the biner 
in which the rope sits during a fall. 

We’ve also tweaked the design so it works better with 
modern skinny dyneema. This means that the quickdraw 
tape sits in a neat and correctly aligned position.

Oh, one final thing, we should mention that the Spectre 2 
is only 32g – that’ll be 3g lighter than the original Spectre. 
After all, every little bit counts in the weight saving game.

 

SPEcTRE 2 FEaTuRES

> Classic all round wire gate biner

> Lightweight I-Beam construction

> Safer, deeper rope basket

> Easy to handle back shape

> Generous 8.5mm rope radius

> Modified nose profile to protect the gate

> Available as the Spectre 2 Colourpack, which 

 includes 5 different colours

> Available as an 11mm dyneema quickdraw in 12cm, 

 18cm or 25cm lengths

> Also available as a Spectre 2/Shadow 11mm 

 dyneema quickdraw in 12cm or 18cm lengths SPECtrE 2 COlOUrPaCK 
5 DIFFErENT COLOUrS AVAILABLE

>

SPECtrE 2 Blt>

12 cm 18 cm 25 cm

SPECtrE 2>
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PRODUCT STRENGTH 
[GATE CLOSED]

STRENGTH 
[GATE OPEN]

STRENGTH 
[MINOR AXIS]

WEIGHT LENGTH GATE OPENING CATALOGUE NO.  

SHIELD 24 kN 10 kN 7 kN 35 g 25 mm A248

SHIELD BLT 24 kN 10 kN 7 kN 35 g 25 mm A248BLT

SHIELD QUICKDRAW 79 g 12 cm [11 mm Dyneema] A248-12

SHIELD QUICKDRAW 82 g 18 cm [11 mm Dyneema] A248-18

SHIELD QUICKDRAW 85 g 25 cm [11 mm Dyneema] A248-25

Shield
The distinctive twisted Wirelock gate and kinked backbone 
mark the Shield as an eye catching biner. These striking 
design features are not just for show – they make the biner 
easier to handle and safer to use.

The patented Wirelock clean nose means that it won’t snag 
on bolts, wires or tapes, plus the narrow nose profile allows 

you to clip small pegs and bolts with small hangers.

SHiELd FEaTuRES

> Twisted wire gate biner

> Lightweight I-Beam construction

> Patented Wirelock clean nose

> Easy to handle kinked back shape

> Generous 9.4mm rope radius

> Available as an 11mm dyneema quickdraw in 12cm, 

 18cm or 25cm lengths

SHIElD qUICKDraWS 
[3 DYNEEMA LENGTHS AVAILABLE]

>

SHIElD Blt>

SHIElD>

12 cm 18 cm 25 cm
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PRODUCT STRENGTH 
[GATE CLOSED]

STRENGTH 
[GATE OPEN]

STRENGTH 
[MINOR AXIS]

WEIGHT LENGTH GATE OPENING CATALOGUE NO.  

PROWIRE 24 kN 8 kN 8 kN 36 g 25 mm A208

PROWIRE BLT 24 kN 8 kN 8 kN 36 g 25 mm A208BLT

PROWIRE QUICKDRAW 78 g 12 cm [11 mm Dyneema] A208-12

PROWIRE QUICKDRAW 81 g 18 cm [11 mm Dyneema] A208-18

PROWIRE QUICKDRAW 84 g 25 cm [11 mm Dyneema] A208-25

PROWIRE COLOURPACK 180 g A208-P5COL

Prowire
Back in the late 90s this was the lightest biner in the world, 
a truly ground breaking design which changed carabiner 
production forever. As a measure of its importance it was a 
full 3 years before it was knocked off the top spot. 

10 years later the Prowire remains a classic design, which is 
still very much in demand.

Features wise it has a shrouded nose to minimise the 
chance of the wire gate accidentally opening. There is also a 
distinctive rope groove to ensure that loads are pulled into 

the spine of the biner.

PROwiRE FEaTuRES

> Hot forged

> Curved wire gate to give constant tension for ease 

 of clipping and increased long term safety

> Shrouded nose to minimise the chance of the gate 

 opening accidentally

> Available as an 11mm dyneema quickdraw in 12cm, 

 18cm or 25cm lengths

> Also available as either a Prowire/Aero Bent or an 

 Aero Straight/Prowire 11mm dyneema quickdraw in 

 12cm lengths

PrOWIrE qUICKDraWS 
[3 DYNEEMA LENGTHS AVAILABLE]

>

18 cm 25 cm12 cm

PrOWIrE SIlvEr> PrOWIrE COlOUrPaCK 
5 DIFFErENT COLOUrS AVAILABLE

>

PrOWIrE Blt>



PRODUCT STRENGTH 
[GATE CLOSED]

STRENGTH 
[GATE OPEN]

STRENGTH 
[MINOR AXIS]

WEIGHT LENGTH GATE OPENING CATALOGUE NO.  

SHADOW KEYLOCK STRAIGHT GATE 24 kN 10 kN 9 kN 43 g 20 mm A301

SHADOW KEYLOCK STRAIGHT GATE PURPLE 24 kN 10 kN 9 kN 43 g 20 mm A301-P

SHADOW KEYLOCK BENT GATE 24 kN 10 kN 9 kN 43 g 25 mm A306

SHADOW KEYLOCK BENT GATE PURPLE 24 kN 10 kN 9 kN 43 g 25 mm A306-P

SHADOW QUICKDRAW 96 g 12 cm [Varywidth] A306-12VW

SHADOW QUICKDRAW 99 g 18 cm [Varywidth] A306-18VW

SHADOW QUICKDRAW 99 g 25 cm [Varywidth] A306-25VW

SHADOW QUICKDRAW PURPLE 96 g 12 cm [Varywidth] A306P-12VW

SHADOW QUICKDRAW PURPLE 99 g 18 cm [Varywidth] A306P-18VW

SHADOW QUICKDRAW PURPLE 99 g 25 cm [Varywidth] A306P-25VW

SHADOW QUICKDRAW 96 g 12 cm [11 mm Dyneema] A306-12

SHADOW QUICKDRAW 99 g 18 cm [11 mm Dyneema] A306-18

SHADOW /SPECTRE 2 QUICKDRAW 85 g 12 cm [11 mm Dyneema] A301-358-12

SHADOW /SPECTRE 2 QUICKDRAW 88 g 18 cm [11 mm Dyneema] A301-358-18

SHaDOW KEYlOCK StraIgHt gatE>

Shadow

SHadOw FEaTuRES

> Classic sport climbing straight and bent gate biner

> Strong and lightweight I-Beam construction

> Clean nose profile to reduce snagging

> Available as the Shadow Quickdraw on variable  

 width nylon or 11mm dyneema tape 

> Available as the Shadow/Spectre 2 Quickdraw with 

 11mm dyneema tape in 12cm or 18cm lengths
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The Shadow is a classic sport climbing biner – strong and 
robust, as well as being light and easy to handle.

We tend to think of it as the sophisticated cousin of the 
Aero. It is similar in overall shape, but by using I-Beam 
construction we have been able to reduce the weight while 
retaining strength.

It has a clean nose closure to reduce snagging when you are 
clipping or unclipping. There is also a handy thumb grip on 
the gate for easier operation.

The normal Shadow Quickdraw pairs the Shadow up with 
the Shadow Bent Gate – this is the best option for the 
majority of single pitch sport routes. However, there is a 
lightweight alternative designed for multi pitch sport routes, 
where saving weight is an issue. The Shadow/Spectre 2 
Quickdraw has a Shadow at the bolt clipping end of the 
quickdraw and the lightweight Spectre 2 at the rope clipping end.

SHaDOW KEYlOCK StraIgHt 
gatE PUrPlE

>



SHaDOW qUICKDraWS 
[3 VArYWIDTH LENGTHS AVAILABLE]

>

12 cm 18 cm 25 cm

SHaDOW /SPECtrE 2 qUICKDraWS 
[2 DYNEEMA LENGTHS AVAILABLE]
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SHaDOW KEYlOCK BEnt gatE PUrPlE>

SHaDOW qUICKDraWS 
[2 DYNEEMA LENGTHS AVAILABLE]

SHaDOW qUICKDraWS PUrPlE 
[3 VArYWIDTH LENGTHS AVAILABLE]

>SHaDOW KEYlOCK BEnt gatE>

12 cm 18 cm 12 cm 18 cm

> >

12 cm 18 cm 25 cm



Alpha Sport Pro

alPHa SPOrt qUICKDraWS 
COMBINATION OF ALPHA SPORT PRO & ALPHA SPORT CLIP 
[3 VArYWIDTH LENGTHS AVAILABLE]

aLPHa SPORT PRO FEaTuRES

> The ultimate solid gate, sport climbing biner

> Strong and lightweight I-Beam construction

> Safer, deeper rope basket

> Easy to handle, grippy shape

> Generous 8.5mm rope radius

> Clean nose profile to reduce snagging

> Available as the Alpha Sport, a variable width  

 nylon quickdraw in 12cm, 18cm or 25cm lengths

>

12 cm 18 cm 25 cm
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We believe the Alpha Pro is the ultimate solid gate, sport 
climbing biner. And here’s why: 

If you do a lot of sport climbing a solid gate design makes 
sense. Bolt hangers can be very unforgiving of lightweight 
biners, particularly if you are dogging about and taking 
repeated redpoint falls. 

The Alpha Pro is robust and strong enough to cope with the 
typical sport climbing scenarios, but what really makes it 
stand out from the crowd is its exceptional handling qualities.

The distinctive shape of the carabiner is no accident. The 
kinked back bone and grippy groove pattern on the apex of 
the spine are there for a reason. These biners are very easy 
to handle – something we are certain you will appreciate 
when stretching up to make that just-in-reach, gripper clip.

PRODUCT STRENGTH 
[GATE CLOSED]

STRENGTH 
[GATE OPEN]

STRENGTH 
[MINOR AXIS]

WEIGHT LENGTH GATE OPENING CATALOGUE NO.  

ALPHA SPORT PRO 24 kN 9 kN 8 kN 44 g 22 mm A521

ALPHA SPORT CLIP 24 kN 9 kN 8 kN 45 g 25 mm A526

ALPHA SPORT PRO RED 24 kN 9 kN 8 kN 46 g 22 mm A521-RD

ALPHA SPORT CLIP RED 24 kN 9 kN 8 kN 47 g 25 mm A526-RD

alPHa SPOrt PrO> alPHa SPOrt PrO rED>



Alpha Sport Clip
Just as the Pro version makes clipping the bolt easy, the 
Alpha Clip ensures that you won’t waste any time clipping 
the rope either. 

A beautifully Hot Forged gate blends perfectly with the biner 
back to make clipping a dream. The depth of the basket is 
deeper offering greater security once clipped. 

A variable width 26 mm nylon draw is the perfect partner 
for these biners, easy to grab, robust and tapered down to 
16 mm where it sits securely on the biner, ensuring correct 
loading of the set up.

> Strong I Beam construction

> Clean nose

> Hot Forged bent gate to aid clipping

> Deep secure rope basket

> Generous rope radius

> Grooves in back for more secure handling

aLPHa SPORT cLiP FEaTuRES

PRODUCT STRENGTH 
[GATE CLOSED]

STRENGTH 
[GATE OPEN]

STRENGTH 
[MINOR AXIS]

WEIGHT LENGTH GATE OPENING CATALOGUE NO.  

ALPHA SPORT QUICKDRAW 104 g 12 cm [VARYWIDTH] A526-12VW

ALPHA SPORT QUICKDRAW 109 g 18 cm [VARYWIDTH] A526-18VW

ALPHA SPORT QUICKDRAW 114 g 25 cm [VARYWIDTH] A526-25VW

ALPHA SPORT QUICKDRAW RED 104 g 12 cm [VARYWIDTH] A526RD-12VW

ALPHA SPORT QUICKDRAW RED 109 g 18 cm [VARYWIDTH] A526RD-18VW

ALPHA SPORT QUICKDRAW RED 114 g 25 cm [VARYWIDTH] A526RD-25VW

12 cm 18 cm 25 cm
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alPHa SPOrt qUICKDraWS rED 
COMBINATION OF ALPHA SPORT PRO RED & ALPHA SPORT CLIP RED 
[3 VArYWIDTH LENGTHS AVAILABLE]

>
alPHa SPOrt ClIP> alPHa SPOrt ClIP rED>



PRODUCT STRENGTH 
[GATE CLOSED]

STRENGTH 
[GATE OPEN]

STRENGTH 
[MINOR AXIS]

WEIGHT LENGTH GATE OPENING CATALOGUE NO.  

AERO STRAIGHT GATE 24 kN 9 kN 8 kN 47 g 20 mm A221

AERO BENT GATE 24 kN 9 kN 8 kN 47 g 26 mm A226

AERO STRAIGHT GATE GREEN 24 kN 9 kN 8 kN 47 g 20 mm A221-GR

AERO BENT GATE GREEN 24 kN 9 kN 8 kN 47 g 26 mm A226-GR

Aero
This is just the sort of biner you’d expect to pay a lot more 
for. It is certainly rare to see such a high quality, hot forged 
design pitched at such an affordable price. 

The Aero Straight has a solid gate and shrouded nose; this 
gives the biner both toughness and excellent handling 
qualities. You can use it for all aspects of climbing, but 
it does perform very well at the bolt clipping end of a 
quickdraw.

aERO STRaigHT gaTE FEaTuRES

> Budget priced straight gate biner

> Clean nose design to reduce snagging

> Thumb groove on gate to improve handling

> Available as the Aero Quickdraw with 16mm nylon 

 tape in 12cm or 18cm lengths

> Also available as an Aero Straight/Prowire 11mm 

 dyneema quickdraw in 12cm lengths
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aErO StraIgHt gatE>

aErO qUICKDraWS 
[2 LENGTHS AVAILABLE]

>

aERO QuickdRaw FEaTuRES

> Excellent entry level quickdraw

12 cm 18 cm

aErO StraIgHt gatE grEEn>



aErO BEnt gatE>

aERO BENT gaTE FEaTuRES

> Shrouded nose

> Deep gate bend for easy rope clipping

> Rope groove to help direct any loads against 

 the spine
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12 cm 18 cm

PRODUCT STRENGTH 
[GATE CLOSED]

STRENGTH 
[GATE OPEN]

STRENGTH 
[MINOR AXIS]

WEIGHT LENGTH GATE OPENING CATALOGUE NO.  

AERO QUICKDRAW 110 g 12 cm [16mm Nylon] A226-12

AERO QUICKDRAW 113 g 18 cm [16mm Nylon] A226-18

AERO QUICKDRAW GREEN 110 g 12 cm [16mm Nylon] A226GR-25

AERO QUICKDRAW GREEN 113 g 18 cm [16mm Nylon] A226GR-18

aErO qUICKDraWS grEEn 
[2 LENGTHS AVAILABLE]

>

aERO QuickdRaw FEaTuRES

> Excellent entry level quickdraw

aErO BEnt gatE grEEn>
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Ultra O
At first sight the Ultra O looks like a historical remnant from 

1970s (think: aid climbing, Yosemite Camp 4, bandanas and 

white flares).

Nostalgia is great but, we haven’t made these oval straight 

gates out of any desire to relive times past. The Ultra O is a 

very practical biner that works exceptionally well in pulley 

systems (locking versions are also available for added 

security). It also has hot forged, I Beam panels to maximise 

the strength – weight balance of the biner.

Despite these practical advantages, most climbers will see 

it as the perfect racking biner. It can hold a large number of 

wires without the awkward bunching that tends to happen 

with a conventional asymmetric biner. The oval shape also 

means that the wires will slide round easily without snagging.

 uLTRa O FEaTuRES

> Clean nose oval straight gate biner

> Strong and lightweight I-Beam construction

> Very generous 9.75mm rope radius

> Works well in pulley systems

> Excellent aid climbing biner

> Perfect racking biner

revolver
The revolver is now well established as part of a 

comprehensive Trad leading rack. It is a unique piece of kit 

which offers very real benefits to the climber. So what does 

it do? In simple terms the carabiner uses rolling friction 

rather than the sliding friction of the rope over the bar 

typified by a standard carabiner. In this case the rope rolls 

over the pulley wheel which means much less friction is 

created. Less friction means less force holding the climber 

back, which makes upward progress a lot easier.

REVOLVER FEaTuRES

> Shrouded nose

> Wire gate to save weight

> Unique pulley wheel biner

> I-Beam construction

PRODUCT STRENGTH 
[GATE CLOSED]

STRENGTH 
[GATE OPEN]

STRENGTH 
[MINOR AXIS]

WEIGHT GATE OPENING CATALOGUE NO.  

ULTRA O PLAIN GATE 25 kN 7 kN 12 kN 61 g 24 nn A321

REVOLVER 24 kN 9 kN 7 kN 51 g 24 mm A238

Ultra O PlaIn gatE>

rEvOlvEr>

Si tappin on anunnaki, 
Indian Creek, Utah, USa

Photograph Dan Dyson



Mamba
This is the original and revolutionary hot forged biner 
which took over the world of sport climbing in the 90s. 

The Mamba remains a popular choice today - little wonder 
when you consider its sleek clipping action and neat 
‘captive’ quickdraw design.

It is available as a full quickdraw set with a bent and 
straight gate biner at either end, or alternatively, with the 
option of adding a different sort of biner or maillon to the 
bolt clipping end of the quickdraw.

MaMBa FEaTuRES

> Original hot forged sport climbing biner

> Captive quickdraw design to aid clipping and 

 maintain correct orientation

> Available as the Mamba Quickdraw with 16mm 

 nylon tape in a 12cm length

> Available as the Mamba Single with 16mm nylon 

 tape in a 12cm length

PRODUCT STRENGTH 
[GATE CLOSED]

STRENGTH 
[GATE OPEN]

WEIGHT LENGTH CATALOGUE NO.  

MAMBA BENT GATE 25 kN 10 kN 62 g 12 cm [16 mm Nylon] A286-12

MAMBA QUICKDRAW 25 kN 10 kN 110 g 12 cm [16 mm Nylon] DA286-12

GYM DRAW WITH CAPTIVE BAR 12 cm [Variwidth] C526CB-12

GYM DRAW WITH CAPTIVE BAR 18 cm [Variwidth] C526CB-18

GYM DRAW QUICKDRAW 12 cm [Variwidth] C526-12

GYM DRAW QUICKDRAW 18 cm [Variwidth] C526-18

GYM DRAW QUICKDRAW + MALLION RAPIDE 12 cm [Variwidth] C416CB-12MR

GYM DRAW QUICKDRAW + MALLION RAPIDE 18 cm [Variwidth] C416CB-18MR

Gym Draw
We can now offer the Gym draw using a steel version of the 

Alpha Clip biner. This has the advantages of a comfortable 

ergonomic back, and all the benefits of the Alpha’s hot 

forged bent gate. However the steel construction means 

that the wear issues associated with heavy usage in 

climbing wall envirnments are minimised.

gYM dRaw FEaTuRES

> Hot Forged steel ergonomic back

> Easy clipping Aluminium bent gate

> Zinc Plated for corrosion resistance.
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DOUBlE MaMBa>

SInglE MaMBa>

gYM DraW>



In many ways, on first glance, our selection of 

Locking Carabiners can be as confusing as the array 

of snap gate biners. However the same logic applies 

to this product category, in that some have more 

specific purposes in mind, and some are suitable 

for more general use and therefore can be used 

in a variety of situations. Again it is a question of 

choosing the right tool for the job.

The features that they all share in common are that 

they are all hot forged from 7075 aluminium alloy; all 

benefit from a clean nose design; all are fully anodised, 

back, gate and thimble, and all exceed the minimum 

strength requirements laid out by the European 

Standard. All apart from the Phantom and Aero offset 

D come in all three locking options.
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Locking  
Carabiners

LoCking CARABinERS

Jude Spancken, Ikebana (8), Püttlacher 
Wand, Frankenjura

Photograph Ray Wood 
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Phantom, Shadow and Aero are all good 

for important links in belay systems, or 

for crucial running belays. The Shadow 

is the largest of these three, and the 

Phantom the lightest. The Aero doesn’t 

use i Beam construction, but is strong  

and offers amazing value and features 

as our ‘entry level‘ locker. 

The Zodiac is a very strong Equal D 

biner which is ideal for general rigging 

where weight isn’t an issue but strength 

and size are. 

The Boa is the largest HMS biner in 

our range. it is an excellent belay biner, 

or equally useful in more complicated 

rigging applications where multiple 

knots might be used. The Aero HMS 

doesn’t utilise the i Beam construction, 

but has large generous rope radius, 

good gate opening dimensions, and 

simple but classic lines. The smallest of 

this type of locking biner is the Sentinel. 

ideal as a lighter weight belay biner, or 

for standard rigging situations.

our oval biner, the Ultra o was designed 

in conjunction with our new range of 

pullies in mind, but is great for racking 

gear (using the straight gate version) or 

for big walling situations. Some climbers 

even prefer it as a Belay biner. 

LoCking CARABinERS

now the differences!  
our lockers come in a variety 
of shapes, offset D, Equal D, 
HMS and oval.



Big Boa HMS FEaTURES

> Large clean nose HMS locking biner

> Ideal for rigging; can accommodate multiple knots

> Large gate opening

> Easy to handle in gloves

> Strong I-Beam construction to save weight 

 (almost 25% reduction)

> Available with Screwgate, Quicklock and Locksafe 

 and Anti-vibe locking systems

QUiCKLoCK opTion LoCKSaFE opTion

PRODUCT GATE FACE  
TEST

SIDE FACE  
TEST

STRENGTH 
[GATE CLOSED]

STRENGTH 
[GATE OPEN]

STRENGTH 
[MINOR AXIS]

WEIGHT GATE OPENING CATALOGUE NO.  

BIG BOA HMS SCREWGATE 7 kN 11 kN 25 kN 8 kN 10 kN 83 g 24 mm A892

BIG BOA HMS  QUICKLOCK 4 kN 10 kN 25 kN 8 kN 10 kN 86 g 25 mm A893

BIG BOA HMS  LOCKSAFE 4 kN 10 kN 25 kN 8 kN 10 kN 86 g 23 mm A897

BIG BOA HMS SCREWGATE ANTI-VIBE 7 kN 11 kN 25 kN 8 kN 10 kN 83 g 24 mm A892AV

BIG BOA HMS SCREWGATE COLOURPACK 7 kN 11 kN 25 kN 8 kN 10 kN 249 g 24 mm A892-P3COL

BIG BOA HMS SCREWGATE ANTI-VIBE COLOURPACK 7 kN 11 kN 25 kN 8 kN 10 kN 249 g 24 mm A892-P3COLAV

30kN BOA HMS SCREWGATE 7 kN 11 kN 30 kN 16 kN 12 kN 95 g 24 mm A902

30kN BOA HMS  QUICKLOCK 4 kN 10 kN 30 kN 16 kN 12 kN 104 g 23 mm A903

30kN BOA HMS  LOCKSAFE 4 kN 10 kN 30 kN 16 kN 12 kN 105 g 23 mm A907

30kN BOA HMS SCREWGATE ANTI-VIBE 7 kN 11 kN 30 kN 16 kN 12 kN 95 g 24 mm A902AV

30kN BOA HMS SCREWGATE ANTI-VIBE COULOURPACK 7 kN 11 kN 30 kN 16 kN 12 kN 312 g 23 mm A902-P3COLAV

BIG BOA HMS>

Big Boa HMS
This is the ‘Big Daddy’ of lockers - the ultimate rigging biner 
and one which is super strong and super tough. 

it is large enough to accommodate several knots and has 
a very wide gate opening – just what you need in a rigging 
situation. All of which makes it a great centre use biner, but 
the story doesn’t end there.

Despite its name, the Big Boa is surprisingly light; by giving 
it an i-Beam construction we’ve reduced the overall weight 
by almost 25%. Add in the fact that it is easy to handle in 
gloves and the appeal to winter climbers is obvious.

There is also is a 30 kn version of the Big Boa available.

BIG BOA HMS COLOURPACK>
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anTi-ViBE opTion

BIG BOA HMS AntI-vIBe COLOURPACK>
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Sentinel HMS
The distinctive shape of this stylish little biner really makes it stand out from the crowd. But 
there is more to it than mere cosmetic appeal. it is not only a very neat and light belay biner, 
but also one that we’ve loaded with several interesting design features. 

The kink in the spine has real functional advantages. For a start it allows for a bigger gate 
opening and makes it easier to handle. The shape also encourages the biner to stay 

correctly aligned on your harness belay loop.

PRODUCT GATE FACE  
TEST

SIDE FACE  
TEST

STRENGTH 
[GATE CLOSED]

STRENGTH 
[GATE OPEN]

STRENGTH 
[MINOR AXIS]

WEIGHT GATE OPENING CATALOGUE NO.  

SENTINEL HMS SCREWGATE 6 kN 8 kN 24 kN 8 kN 10 kN 54 g 20 mm A262

SENTINEL HMS QUICKLOCK 6 kN 8 kN 24 kN 8 kN 10 kN 58 g 17 mm A263

SENTINEL HMS LOCKSAFE 6 kN 8 kN 24 kN 8 kN 10 kN 60 g 17 mm A267

AERO HMS SCREWGATE 6 kN 8 kN 25 kN 8 kN 10 kN 84 g 19 mm A362

AERO HMS QUICKLOCK 6 kN 8 kN 25 kN 8 kN 10 kN 88 g 19 mm A363

AERO HMS LOCKSAFE 6 kN 8 kN 25 kN 8 kN 10 kN 87 g 19 mm A367

SEnTinEL HMS FEaTURES

> Lightweight HMS locking  

 biner

> Wide gate opening

> Shape encourages correct  

 alignment on the belay loop

> Strong I-Beam construction

QUiCKLoCK opTion LoCKSaFE opTion

Aero HMS
Despite the affordable price tag this biner has several features which raise it above the 
competition.

For a start it’s hot forged – a process that allows us a much greater degree of freedom in the 
design and manufacturing process. A product of this very freedom is the keylock nose with an 
anti snag lip. And then there is the extremely generous rope radius – a whopping 11.3mm!

it is also a very strong biner, and while it might not be the lightest locker around, this extra 
bulk means excellent heat dissipation – something you will appreciate on your next big abseil.

aERo HMS FEaTURES

> Excellent value HMS locking  

 biner

> Keylock nose

> Generous rope radius

> Very strong construction.

QUiCKLoCK opTion LoCKSaFE opTion



PRODUCT GATE FACE  
TEST

SIDE FACE  
TEST

STRENGTH 
[GATE CLOSED]

STRENGTH 
[GATE OPEN]

STRENGTH 
[MINOR AXIS]

WEIGHT GATE OPENING CATALOGUE NO.  

AERO OFFSET D SCREWGATE 6 kN 8 kN 25 kN 9 kN 9 kN 59 g 17 mm A372

PHANTOM SCREWGATE 6 kN 8 kN 23 kN 9 kN 9 kN 42 g 16 mm A312

ZODIAC SCREWGATE 6 kN 8 kN 32 kN 12 kN 12 kN 76 g 18 mm A822

ZODIAC QUICKLOCK 6 kN 8 kN 25 kN 8 kN 10 kN 79 g 18 mm A823

ZODIAC LOCKSAFE 6 kN 8 kN 25 kN 8 kN 10 kN 80 g 18 mm A827

LOCKING REVOLVER SCREWGATE 6 kN 8 kN 24 kN 8 kN 8 kN 64 g 16 mm A272

LOCKING REVOLVER QUICKLOCK 6 kN 8 kN 24 kN 8 kN 8 kN 68 g 15 mm A273

LOCKING REVOLVER LOCKSAFE 6 kN 8 kN 24 kN 8 kN 8 kN 70 g 15 mm A277
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Phantom 
Screwgate
Travelling light is the modern way. A well equipped climber 
rocking up at the crag these days will be carrying a rack and 
rope set up that could be half the weight of what was the 
norm twenty years ago. 

This mighty shift in climbing gear standards has been 
made possible by radical products such as the Phantom 
Screwgate. 

Believe it or not but we could have made it even lighter. 
Unfortunately that would have meant compromising on the 
strength and handling qualities of the biner. in the end we 
decided against such a compromise. The result, we feel, is 
the ultimate trad and alpine climbing Screwgate.

Lighten up your rack with a few of these beauties and you 

will really start to feel the difference. 

pHanToM SCREwgaTE FEaTURES

> Lightweight keylock screwgate

> Strong and light I-Beam construction

> Available only with a Screwgate locking system to 

 keep weight to a minimum

Aero offset D
Think of this like a more affordable version of the Shadow; 
the classic entry level locker biner in fact.

Having caught your attention with the prospect of a 
wallet-friendly purchase, we should point out that this is not 
just your every day budget option. With the Aero offset D 
you get a hot forged biner with a neat design and a clean, 
keylock nose to reduce snagging.

And that is what we call value for money!

aERo oFFSET D FEaTURES

> The classic entry level locker biner

> Keylock nose

> Generous rope radius

> Very strong construction

> Available with Screwgate
AeRO OFFSet D> PHAntOM SCReWGAte>
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zoDiaC FEaTURES

> The perfect rigging biner

> Ultra strong construction

> Keylock nose to reduce snagging

> Available with Screwgate, Quicklock and Locksafe 

 locking systems

> Can be supplied with a captive pin to hold the biner 

 in a specific position and prevent cross loading

QUiCKLoCK opTion LoCKSaFE opTion

Zodiac
With the Zodiac our aim was to produce the best possible 
offset D locker, specifically designed for rigging.

We wanted it to be both tough and exceptionally strong. The 
i-Beam construction, coupled with a chunky barrel and gate, 
allowed us to achieve this goal, while keeping the weight 

down to a surprisingly low amount.

Locking Revolver
Whichever way you look at it, this is a remarkable biner design. 
if you don’t already own some Revolvers we would urge you to 
give it some serious consideration, and here’s why:

The pulley wheel is a unique design feature that solves the 
age old problem of rope drag. it also makes this biner a very 
useful tool in rescue or emergency hauling situations when 
a pulley is required.

The wire gate version of the Revolver is a well established, 
design classic and many climbers have wisely added 
them to their racks. But if you want extra security, say for 
example when clipping crucial runners or in an emergency 

pulley system, the locking version is the better option. 

LoCKing REVoLVER FEaTURES

> Unique pulley wheel design locking biner

> Strong and lightweight I-Beam construction

> Shrouded nose to reduce snagging

> Available with Screwgate, Quicklock and Locksafe 

 locking systems

QUiCKLoCK opTion LoCKSaFE opTion
Ged Desforges on Supercrack,  
Indian Creek, Utah, USA

Photograph Dan Dyson



SHADOW SCReWGAte>

Shadow Screwgate
This is a high performance, lightweight locking biner suitable 
for a wide range of uses, from trad climbing right through to 
winter climbing.

Think of it as a bigger version of the Phantom. The extra 
gate opening and larger size make it easier to use if you are 
wearing gloves. And despite these advantages it still hangs 

lightly on your rack.

PRODUCT GATE FACE  
TEST

SIDE FACE  
TEST

STRENGTH 
[GATE CLOSED]

STRENGTH 
[GATE OPEN]

STRENGTH 
[MINOR AXIS]

WEIGHT GATE OPENING CATALOGUE NO.  

SHADOW SCREWGATE 5 kN 7 kN 24 kN 9 kN 7 kN 51 g 18 mm A302

SHADOW QUICKLOCK 4 kN 9 kN 24 kN 9 kN 7 kN 58 g 17 mm A303

SHADOW LOCKSAFE 4 kN 9 kN 24 kN 9 kN 7 kN 58 g 17 mm A307

SHADOW SCREWGATE ANTI-VIBE 4 kN 9 kN 24 kN 9 kN 7 kN 51 g 18 mm A302AV

SHADOW SCREWGATE COLOURPACK 4 kN 9 kN 24 kN 9 kN 7 kN 153 g 18 mm A302-P3COL

SHADOW SCREWGATE ANTI-VIBE COLOURPACK 4 kN 9 kN 24 kN 9 kN 7 kN 153 g 18 mm A302-P3COLAV
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SHADOW COLOURPACK>

SHADOW COLOURPACK AntI-vIBe>

SHaDow SCREwgaTE FEaTURES

> Lightweight locking biner

> Keylock nose

> Strong and light I-Beam construction

> Available with Screwgate, Quicklock and Locksafe 

 and Anti-vibe locking systems

QUiCKLoCK opTion LoCKSaFE opTion

anTi-ViBE opTion
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Heiko Queitsch, Chasin’ the train (9), 
Krottenseer turm, Frankenjura

Photograph Ray Wood 

top - no excuse for not having good coffee
Middle -the Frankenjura isn’t all about the climbing
Bottom - Craig Dorys rack

Photograph Ray Wood 
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ULtRA D>

PRODUCT STRENGTH 
[GATE CLOSED]

STRENGTH 
[GATE OPEN]

STRENGTH 
[MINOR AXIS]

WEIGHT CATALOGUE NO.  

 ULTRA D  SCREWGATE 28 kN 8 kN 8 kN 70 g A332

 ULTRA D  QUICKLOCK 28 kN 8 kN 8 kN 82 g A333

 ULTRA D  LOCKSAFE 28 kN 8 kN 8 kN 83 g A337

 ULTRA D SCREWGATE ANTI-VIBE 28 kN 8 kN 8 kN 70  g A332AV

ULtRA D AntI-vIBe >

Ultra D
The Ultra D is similar in size and weight to the Ultra o; 
however it is stronger and has a slightly bigger gate 
opening.

The open D shape gives a lot of internal space within the 
biner, which makes it useful for setting up belays.

Can be supplied with a captive pin to hold the biner in a 
specific position and prevent cross loading.

ULTRa D FEaTURES

> D shaped locking biner

> Strong and lightweight I-Beam construction

> Shrouded nose

> Generous rope radius

QUiCKLoCK opTion LoCKSaFE opTion

anTi-ViBE opTion



Ultra 0
The Ultra o Screwgate could be described as the perfect aid 
climbing biner – it certainly performs remarkably well in the 
big wall environment and the i-Beam construction gives it 
an excellent strength to weight ratio. 

At some point all of us will need to use a pulley system, 
most likely in a rescue situation. oval biners are important 
because they allow pulleys to sit in a correctly loaded and 
equalised position. 

The symmetrical shape also stops them shifting under load 
and potentially dislodging a marginal gear placement. The 

locking gate adds a final element of security to the system.
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PRODUCT GATE FACE  
TEST

SIDE FACE  
TEST

STRENGTH 
[GATE CLOSED]

STRENGTH 
[GATE OPEN]

STRENGTH 
[MINOR AXIS]

WEIGHT GATE OPENING CATALOGUE NO.  

 ULTRA O SCREWGATE 5 kN 9 kN 25 kN 7 kN 12 kN 68 g 22 mm A322

 ULTRA O QUICKLOCK 5 kN 12 kN 25 kN 7 kN 12 kN 74 g 22 mm A323

 ULTRA O LOCKSAFE 5 kN 12 kN 25 kN 7 kN 12 kN 75 g 22 mm A327

 ULTRA O SCREWGATE ANTI-VIBE 5 kN 9 kN 25 kN 7 kN 12 kN 68 g 22 mm A322AV

 ULTRA O SCREWGATE COLOURPACK 5 kN 12 kN 25 kN 7 kN 12 kN 204 g 22 mm A322-P3

 ULTRA O SCREWGATE COLOURPACK ANTI-VIBE 5 kN 12 kN 25 kN 7 kN 12 kN 204 g 22 mm A322-P3AV

ULtRA O COLOURPACK>

ULtRA O AntI-vIBe COLOURPACK>

ULtRA 0>

ULTRa o FEaTURES

> Oval shaped locking biner

> Ideal for pulley systems and aid climbing

> Strong and lightweight I-Beam construction

> Generous rope radius

> Available with Screwgate, Quicklock, Locksafe 

 and Anti-vibe locking systems

> Can be supplied with a captive pin to hold the biner 

 in a specific position and prevent cross loading

QUiCKLoCK opTion LoCKSaFE opTion

anTi-ViBE opTion



Rope management is a tricky business, just think of 

all the different scenarios you can end up in, from 

catching your mate’s fall at the climbing wall to a big 

abseil descent on an alpine route. Whatever you get 

up to you will need a device that can cope with the 

simple but crucial act of controlling the rope.

The handling qualities of a belay or abseil device are 

very important. It is this ‘feel’ that we have pursued 

when we are designing and testing prototypes.

The Bug is our most popular belay device, but the 

super light Bugette is gaining ground. If you normally 

climb on skinnier ropes, give it a try. 
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Belay and  
Abseil Devices

BELAY AND ABSEIL DEVICES

Calum Muskett airborne on the E6/7 6c  
first pitch of The Quarryman, Dinorwig Quarry

Photograph Ray Wood 
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We have three abseil devices which 

cover a range of needs and budgets, 

from the affordable classic Figure 8, 

through to the stylish Cardiac Arrester 

and the bomb proof Anka. 

All our belay and abseil devices are 

hot forged. This allows us very precise 

control over subtle changes in shape 

and rope radiuses. It also means we 

can add neat features such as the 

cooling fins on the Bug and Bugette.

BELAY AND ABSEIL DEVICES



ANKA FEATURES

> Larger mass offers greater heat dissipation

> Twisted design orientates device better

> Good for long /multiple abseils

> Ideal group/centre usage

CARDIAC ARRESTOR FEATURES

> A sophisticated Figure 8

> Allows different friction options

> Hot Forged

> Anodised for corrosion resistance

FIGURE 8 FEATURES

> The classic abseil device

> Hot Forged

> Fully Heat Treated

> Anodised for corrosion resistance
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Belay Master 2
Belay carabiners don’t always behave as you might want 
them to. There is potential for the biner to flip into a bad 
alignment and for cross loading to occur.

All carabiners are designed to be strongest when loaded 
lengthways, so a biner loaded across ways is much weaker. In 
a worst case scenario it might even break if loaded like this.

With this in mind we came up with a special clip that once 
locked in position prevents cross loading occurring by 
holding the biner and belay device in the correct alignment. 
There is another advantage too: the clip can only be locked 
if the Screwgate has been properly closed first.

We’ve given it a Taper Lock nose, a special flared profile 
on the nose of the biner which significantly increases the 
side loading strength of the gate. The Belay Master 2 is also 
surprisingly light.

So there you have it, one of the safest belay biners ever 
made and an almost foolproof set up that has proved very 
popular with climbing walls and outdoor centres.

BELAY MASTER 2  FEATURES

> Super safe belay biner

> Plastic clip prevents cross loading

> Taper Lock nose for greater gate strength in  

 all directions

> Strong and light I-Beam construction

> Available with Screwgate locking system
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PRODUCT STRENGTH 
[GATE CLOSED]

STRENGTH 
[GATE OPEN]

STRENGTH 
[MINOR AXIS]

WEIGHT GATE OPENING CATALOGUE NO.  

BUG 83 g A1180

BUGETTE 27 g A1195

BELAY MASTER 2 25 kN 8 kN 10 kN 92 g 18.5 mm A872

BELAY MASTER CLIP A860-02

ANKA 169 g A1100

CARDIAC ARRESTER 133 g A1110

FIGURE 8 116 g A1150

Bug
This firm favourite has undergone an in-line facelift. We 
now machine flat parallel sides to aid with handling, and 
also save a little weight. It’s this attention to tiny details 
that sets us apart.. 

BUG FEATURES

> Classic belay device

> Ideal with medium to ‘fat’ ropes (9mm – 11mm)

> Solid holding power

> Smooth rope feeding action

> Anodised for corrosion resist

Bugette
Our quest for the ultimate light rack extends through all 
aspects of climbing gear, and that includes belay devices. 
The Bugette is astonishingly light, yet works so well, even 
we were shocked when we first tested the prototypes. 

It is of course designed for lighter skinnier ropes, anything 
between 7.5mm and 9.5mm to be precise. Within this 
range you can expect excellent handling qualities, and 
should your mate fall off, great holding power.

BUGETTE FEATURES

> Super light belay device

> Ideal with skinny ropes (7.5mm – 9.5mm)

> Anodised for corrosion resistance 



Over the years since we first introduced our Classic 

Wallnut set, we have gradually added to, and refined 

the range of passive protection we produce here  

in Llanberis.

The standard Wallnut range has had a size 11 added 

to offer options for larger placements. We have also 

changed the construction method for the size 7 to 11 

from Forging to Extrusion / CNC Machining. The reason 

for this change is to allow us to make these larger sizes 

lighter, an important factor when carrying a large trad 

rack. However in doing so we have not reduced the 

strength or indeed the design features which make this 

product a very versatile piece of kit. 

The Micro Wallnuts are also CNC machined so as to 

create an internal radius which protects the wire and 

also allows for shallower placements. 

We have two different offset alloy nuts, DMM Peenuts 

and also the classic HB Alloy Offsets. Peenuts were our 

original offering and come in 5 relatively small sizes 

and are hot forged. Both these sets give you options to 

place gear where other conventional nuts simply won’t 

fit and are therefore an ideal addition to accompany 

your basic set on your rack.
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Rocio Siemens on the finger crack of Foil  
(E3 6a), Dinas Cromlech

Photograph Ray Wood 
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With larger placements in mind, we 

offer a set of four Torque Nuts which 

are produced from cunningly designed 

extrusion. Slung on strong but skinny 

8mm dyneema which can be used 

double or single these units also have 

a great camming action which means 

they will offer secure placements where 

more conventional Hexes will fail.

All of the above are manufactured using 

either 7075 aluminium alloy (same 

as our biners) or 6082 alloy. All are 

fully heat treated to achieve exactly 

the correct hardness vital to achieve 

strength under load. All are vibrated 

after all machining work has been 

carried out to remove any sharp or 

rough edges which can make placement 

awkward. All are anodised to help 

protect them from corrosion, and also 

make selection quick and easy.

Apart from the Aluminium products 

we also have two ranges made from 

Silicon Bronze. The IMPs and Brass 

offsets are both physically quite small 

units but create more opportunities for 

placements in tiny cracks. That said they 

are individually surprisingly strong. The 

smallest Brass IMP weighs just 4 grams 

but achieves 4kN .The larger IMPS and 

Offsets achieve 7kN and weigh less than 

20 grams. The strengths and weights 

are achieved using silver soldering to 

connect the wire to the body of the nut, 

which also means that they fit shallower 

placements as there is no loop of wire 

protruding below the body of the nut.

PASSIVE PROTECTION

All in all this is about the most comprehensive offering of 
passive protection you can find anywhere, and has something 
to offer everybody whether they are starting out on low 
grade single pitch classics or battling their way up long  
multi- pitch high grade Extremes.
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Wallnuts 
11 SIZES AVAILABLE

Wallnuts are a long established favourite across the world. 
This classic wired nut has a carefully designed shape that 
gives you the best possible chance of getting a good solid 
placement every time.

A set of Wallnuts, usually with double ups in the small to 
medium sizes, is the basis of a good quality rack. Think 
of it as the platform upon which you can build your own 
personalised system.

We’ve also colour coded them to make size selection easier. 
The energy you will save by making speedy nut placements 
could be the difference between success and failure on  
a route. 

The colours are compatible with other nut brands, so if 
you’re thinking of mixing and matching, or want to switch 
brands entirely you won’t have to get used to a new colour/
size pattern.

WALLNUTS FEATURES

> Classic shaped alloy nuts on wire

> 11 sizes

> Lighter extruded sizes 7–11

> Colour coded for easy recognition and compatibility 

 with other brands

> Pack sizes 1-11, 1-6 and 7-11 available
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ALLOY OFFSETS FEATURES

> Offset alloy nuts on wire

> Wire recessed into top of nut and full 

 wire radius for extra strength

> Lightening holes

> Colour coded for easy recognition

Alloy Offsets 
5 SIZES AVAILABLE

This classic nut design used to be made by HB Climbing, but 
became unavailable when the company closed down in 
2005. Demand for the nuts was still great so we decided to 
re-launch them. 

The Offsets were originally designed by Hugh Banner, 
the climbing gear maestro who founded HB Climbing 
Equipment. Hugh was a real character and an extremely 
talented climber. He made numerous impressive first 
ascents during his lifetime, including classic test pieces such 
as The Mangler (E3 6a) on Helsby way back in the 1960s!

Hugh realised that conventional nuts don’t seat well in flared 
cracks, so he made one that did, and this is it. Well, almost. 
We updated the design by dropping the wire into a recess 
with a full radius to keep it protected and give extra strength. 
We also reduced the weight with lightening holes on the two 
larger sizes.

On slightly flared placements nothing fits like an Offset.  
Get a set as a back up for your Wallnuts and prepare to  
be converted.

‘It only took one route for me to realise the 

value of these amazing nuts. One night 

after work I was doing Espasmos (HVS 5a) on 

The Gravestones in the Llanberis Pass. I had 

borrowed some Offsets from a friend who kept 

raving to me about them. I was a bit sceptical at 

first but then found that the Offsets fitted best on 

every single placement. It was a revelation and I’ve 

carried them on my rack ever since.’

Brass Offsets 
7 SIZES AVAILABLE

To complete the offset range, we are producing the seven 
sizes of the original, and very popular, HB Brass Offset  
Nuts. A very useful refinement is the addition of an 
aluminium swage, or keeper which holds the wires parallel 
but allows one wire to slide. The result means that the nut 
is loaded more evenly on both sides making the placement 
more secure. 

BRASS OFFSETS FEATURES

> Silver soldered on stainless wire

> 7 sizes

> Multi-placement options

> Investment cast from silicon bronze
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Torque Nuts 
4 SIZES AVAILABLE

Big nuts have come a long way since the days of the Hexcentric; gone are the clunky, heavy 
beasts of old. Nowadays we have a much lighter and more sophisticated answer to big  
crack protection.

The Torque Nut shape fits well in normal crack placements, but they have the extra 
advantage of working extremely well when placed in a camming position. Experiment with 
this at the bottom of the crag and you’ll see what we mean.

We’ve also given them a double sling. Clip them to your harness, doubled up and neat and 
they won’t be clanking down by your knees. You’ve then got the choice of a quick extension 
once the nut is placed. If you are close to the ground keep it short to reduce fall potential. 
Further up the pitch pull it into the extended position to reduce drag.

TORqUE NUTS FEATURES

> Large camming nuts 

> Anodised for ease of recognition 

 and corrosion protection

> 4 sizes covering a large range

> Double dyneema sling

SINGLE DYNEEMA SET UP

DOUBLE DYNEEMA SET UP
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PRODUCT WEIGHT STRENGTH COLOUR CATALOGUE NO.  

WALLNUT SIZE 1 15 g 7 kN/4 kN PINK A1611A

WALLNUT SIZE 2 26 g 9 kN GREEN A1612A

WALLNUT SIZE 3 28 g 11 kN SILVER A1613A

WALLNUT SIZE 4 30 g 12 kN GOLD A1614A

WALLNUT SIZE 5 32 g 12 kN BLUE A1615A

WALLNUT SIZE 6 39 g 12 kN RED A1616A

WALLNUT SIZE 7 40 g 12 kN GREY A1617A

WALLNUT SIZE 8 45 g 12 kN TURQUOISE A1618A

WALLNUT SIZE 9 50 g 12 kN GOLD A1619A

WALLNUT SIZE 10 56 g 12 kN SILVER A1620A

WALLNUT SIZE 11 68 g 12 kN GREEN A1621A

WALLNUT SET No. 1-6 168 g A1611/16A

WALLNUT SET No. 3-8 214 g A1613/8A

WALLNUT SET No. 7-11 257 g A1617/21A

WALLNUT SET No. 1-11 425 g A1611A/21A

TORQUE NUT SIZE 1 54 g 14 kN GREEN A1741

TORQUE NUT SIZE 2 70 g 14 kN RED A1742

TORQUE NUT SIZE 3 104 g 14 kN GOLD A1743

TORQUE NUT SIZE 4 146 g 14 kN BLUE A1744

TORQUE NUT SET 1-4 374 g 14 kN A1741/44

ALLOY OFFSETS SIZE 7 27 g 12 kN GOLD A1817A

ALLOY OFFSETS SIZE 8 30 g 12 kN BLUE A1818A

ALLOY OFFSETS SIZE 9 37 g 12 kN RED A1819A

ALLOY OFFSETS SIZE 10 45 g 12 kN GREY A1820A

ALLOY OFFSETS SIZE 11 56 g 12 kN LIGHT BLUE A1821A

ALLOY OFFSETS SET 7-11 195 g 12 kN A1817/21A

BRASS OFFSET SIZE 0 4 g 2 kN GOLD A1700

BRASS OFFSET SIZE 1 7 g 4 kN BLUE A1701

BRASS OFFSET SIZE 2 9 g 5 kN RED A1702

BRASS OFFSET SIZE 3 10 g 5 kN SILVER A1703

BRASS OFFSET SIZE 4 14 g 7 kN PURPLE A1704

BRASS OFFSET SIZE 5 17 g 7 kN GREEN A1705

BRASS OFFSET SIZE 6 24 g 10 kN SILVER A1706

BRASS OFFSET SET 2-4 33 g A1702/05

BRASS OFFSET SET 0-6 85 g A1700/06

Alexandra Schweikart hanging out at 
Zehnerstein, Frankenjura

Photograph Ray Wood 
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“These micro wires have got me out of 

some pretty scary situations. Even 

the larger sizes are surprisingly 

useful. If you get a wide but shallow 

placement a 4 or a 5 slots in 

perfectly when a normal wire 

would just be hanging half out.” 

PETE ROBINS, 
DMM sponsored climber

Peenuts 
5 SIZES AVAILABLE

Small flared placements can be dealt with very effectively; 
providing of course you’ve got some Peenuts on your rack.

These offset and tapered nuts work particularly well in 
softer rock, such as slate, because they allow a bigger area 
of surface contact than the smaller brass micro nuts. This 
means that the energy generated in a fall is spread out and 
the rock is less likely to break.

If you climb on quarried rock a lot this type of nut really 
comes into its own. Nothing fits those flared peg scars like a 
set of Peenuts.

PEENUTS FEATURES

> Offset tapered alloy micro nuts on wire

> Hot forged

> 5 sizes

> Colour coded for easy recognition

Brass I.M.Ps 
5 SIZES AVAILABLE

IMP stands for Immaculate Marginal Protection – a neat little 
acronym, but one which fits perfectly.

IMP runners can never be considered as ‘trainstoppers’, at 
least not in the same way that a well placed Wallnut might 
be. But they can give unexpected holding power in marginal 
placements, particularly if you cluster the placements and 
equalise them so that the load is spread evenly.

We’ve given them a special aluminium swage which holds 
the wires parallel but allows one wire to slide. This means 
the nut is loaded more evenly on both sides. The swage is 
colour coded too, so you’ll always pick the right one.

Obviously these are quite a specialist nut, but anybody 
pushing into the extreme grades should consider them as 
an essential addition to their rack.

BRASS I.M.Ps FEATURES

> Brass micro nuts on wire

> Aluminium swage aids even loading

> Machined from silicon bronze and silver 

 soldered for strength

> 5 sizes

> Colour coded for easy recognition

Micro Wallnuts 
4 SIZES AVAILABLE

When the cracks are too small for Wallnut 1s it’s time to 
get out the Micro Wallnuts. These little beauties work well 
in narrow cracks because they spread the load through a 
relatively large surface area.

We’ve machined the nuts so that the wire can be recessed 
onto a full radius inside the nut. This makes them stronger 
and protects the wire; it also means the nuts will fit into 
tighter placements.

MICRO WALLNUTS FEATURES

> Micro alloy nuts on wire

>  recessed into top of nut and full wire radius for 

 extra strength, durability and reduced profile

> CNC machined

> 4 sizes

> Colour coded for easy recognition
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NUTBUSTER FEATURES

> Rubber handled nut key

> Laser cut from stainless steel

> Lightening holes to reduce weight

> Narrow profile to access deep 

 placements

> 10mm spanner inside handle

PRODUCT WEIGHT STRENGTH COLOUR CATALOGUE NO.  

MICRO WALLNUT SIZE 00 6 g 2 kN GOLD A1600A

MICRO WALLNUT SIZE 0 6 g 2 kN BLUE A1610A

MICRO WALLNUT SIZE 0.5 9 g 3 kN/4 kN RED A1658A

MICRO WALLNUT SIZE 0.75 10 g 3 kN/4 kN GREY A1659A

MICRO WALLNUT SET No. 00-0.75 31 g A1600/59A

BRASS I.M.P. SIZE 1 4 g 4 kN BLUE A1721

BRASS I.M.P. SIZE 2 8 g 5 kN RED A1722

BRASS I.M.P. SIZE 3 10 g 5 kN SILVER A1723

BRASS I.M.P. SIZE 4 13 g 7 kN PURPLE A1724

BRASS I.M.P. SIZE 5 16 g 7 kN GREEN A1725

BRASS I.M.P. SET 2-4 31 g A1722/24

BRASS I.M.P. SET 1-5 51 g A1721/25A

PEENUT SIZE 1 9 g 4 kN RED A1511A

PEENUT SIZE 2 10 g 5 kN GREY A1512A

PEENUT SIZE 3 10 g 5 kN PURPLE A1513A

PEENUT SIZE 4 16 g 8 kN GREEN A1514A

PEENUT SIZE 5 18 g 8 kN SILVER A1515A

PEENUT SET No. 1-5 63 g A1511/15A

NUTTER 40 g C1250

NUTBUSTER 57 g C1251

Nutbuster 
You might be thinking that a nut key is just a nut key, plain and simple – it’s just a piece of 
metal that dislodges jammed nuts? What else could anybody do to improve that?

Quite a lot it seems. The more we got into the design process, the more we realised how 
much we could improve upon the standard designs.

First off we gave it a wide rubber handle to make it easy to hold, so no more skinned 
knuckles when your hand slips off and rags against the rock. The rubber handle stops the 
metal digging into your hand when you hit a stuck nut. The rubber handle can also be taken 
off if you need to hit the blade hard with a stone.

It’s made from the finest Sheffield stainless steel, laser cut to a precise shape which tapers 
down so that you can reach into narrow placements.

TOP TIP

Tie a small loop of 3 or 4mm accessory cord through the hole in the handle and use 
this to attach the Nutbuster to your racking biner. This reduces the danger of stabbing 
yourself with the nut key in a fall situation.

NUTTER FEATURES

> Budget priced nut key 

> Features cam trigger bar hooks

> Lightening holes to reduce weight

Nutter 
Our budget nut key, a stripped down, lightweight design that has proved very popular.

TOP TIP

The twin hooks will help you retrieve stuck cams. Simply hook the trigger bars and pull 
in opposition to a firm hold of the protruding end 



Our range of Active protection has improved and 

developed in line with many of our other product 

categories. The original 4CU units are as popular 

as ever, and the very features that made them so 

popular to begin with still hold true today.

They are very strong, very light and were the first cam of 

any brand to have a double dyneema sling design which 

can eliminate the need to carry so many quickdraws. In 

fact this feature is standard across the three styles of 

cams we offer. The main difference with the 4CU units 

and the Dragons and Demons is that they are a hooped 

cam design. This means that the trigger bar slides up 

and down the two wires of the hoop, and can be held 

or operated in a variety of different ways. Their active 

strength when conventionally placed is a minimum of 

12kN with the sling extended and an impressive 14kN with 

the sling doubled. If placed in the umbrella position they 

still achieve 10kN. As with all our products we use the 

best production method to suit the purpose. 4CU cam 

lobes are made from extruded bar which is then CNC 

machined to remove metal and weight.
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Nick Bullock on the first ascent of Orange 
Blossom Special (E1 5b), Craig Dorys

Photograph Ray Wood 
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The Dragons Cam are a single stem unit 

but benefiting from a twin axle design. 

The stem is very flexible in all directions, 

and the dual axle design creates a 

very smooth feel when operating and 

also creates a greater physical range 

which can be beneficial when a quick 

placement is needed or when you are 

carrying fewer units. The single stem is 

complemented with a very user friendly 

thumb grip which accommodates the 

lightweight 8 mm dextendable sling.  

The original 6 sizes have been added 

to in response to popular demand to 

create two smaller sizes.

This year we have introduced the Demon 

Cam. This range benefits from features 

from both the Dragons and the 4CU’s. 

They are a single stem device with great 

flexibility, have a hot forged thumb grip 

and extendable sling. They differ from 

the Dragons in that they have a single 

axle design and the cam lobes are not 

Hot Forged, but just as the 4CU’s they 

are strong in all orientations including the 

umbrella position due to the machined 

cam stops.

ACTIVE PROTECTION
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PRODUCT COLOUR RANGE WEIGHT STRENGTH PASSIVE
STRENGTH

CATALOGUE NO.  

DRAGON SIZE 00 BLUE 13.6-25 mm 75 g 9 kN 9 kN A70500A

DRAGON SIZE 0 SILVER 16-26.7 mm 85 g 12 kN 12 kN A7050A

DRAGON SIZE 1 PURPLE 20-33 mm 97 g 14 kN 14 kN A7051A

DRAGON SIZE 2 GREEN 24-41 mm 106 g 14 kN 14 kN A7052A

DRAGON SIZE 3 RED 29-50 mm 119 g 14 kN 14 kN A7053A

DRAGON SIZE 4 GOLD 38-64 mm 148 g 14 kN 14 kN A7054A

DRAGON SIZE 5 BLUE 50-85mm 195 g 14 kN 14 kN A7055A

DRAGON SIZE 6 SILVER 68-114 mm 276 g 14 kN 14 kN A7056A

DRAGON SET 00,0 + 1 N/A N/A 257 g 14 kN 14 kN A70500/1A

DRAGON SET 2,3 + 4 N/A N/A 373 g 14 kN 14 kN A7052/4A
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Dragon Cams 
8 SIZES AVAILABLE

Single stem, dual axle, Hot Forged cams, extendable 
Dyneema sling, and a 13.75° cam angle are all the 
fundamentals around which Dragons are designed. 

We use eight sizes to cover a range from 20 mm to 114 mm 
and have steadfastly remained faithful to Ray Jardine’s cam 
angle calculation, which we firmly believe offers the best 
combination of holding power and expansion range. The 
stem is 5.5 mm stainless cable with a free floating nylon 
sleeve for protection. This arrangement means that the units 
are as flexible as possible in every orientation. The thumb 
grip is beautifully sculptured so as to offer maximum grip 
and security. 

Hot Forged from 7075 Aluminium alloy, the grip also allows 
the extendable 8 mm dyneema sling to run freely and load 
correctly. 

The trigger bar is made Zytel™ and is very positive in use with 
sufficient grip for the sweatiest of fingers.

DRAGON CAM FEATURES

> Hot Forged cams 

> Twin axle for smooth action

> Extendable Dyneema extendable sling

> Moulded ergonomic trigger bar

> Colour coded for easy recognition

> Anodised cams for corrosion prevention

SIZE 00 SIZE 0

SIZE 1 SIZE 2

SIZE 3 SIZE 4

SIZE 5 SIZE 6



PRODUCT COLOUR RANGE WEIGHT STRENGTH PASSIVE
STRENGTH

CATALOGUE NO.  

DRAGON SIZE 00 BLUE 13.6-25 mm 75 g 9 kN 9 kN A70500A

DRAGON SIZE 0 SILVER 16-26.7 mm 85 g 12 kN 12 kN A7050A

DRAGON SIZE 1 PURPLE 20-33 mm 97 g 14 kN 14 kN A7051A

DRAGON SIZE 2 GREEN 24-41 mm 106 g 14 kN 14 kN A7052A

DRAGON SIZE 3 RED 29-50 mm 119 g 14 kN 14 kN A7053A

DRAGON SIZE 4 GOLD 38-64 mm 148 g 14 kN 14 kN A7054A

DRAGON SIZE 5 BLUE 50-85mm 195 g 14 kN 14 kN A7055A

DRAGON SIZE 6 SILVER 68-114 mm 276 g 14 kN 14 kN A7056A

DRAGON SET 00,0 + 1 N/A N/A 257 g 14 kN 14 kN A70500/1A

DRAGON SET 2,3 + 4 N/A N/A 373 g 14 kN 14 kN A7052/4A
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4CUs 
11 SIZES AVAILABLE

This top quality lightweight, dual stemmed cam has proved 
to be very popular, and it is easy to see why. The 4CU 
is quick and easy to place; it also offers stable secure 
protection across a variety of crack features. 

There are 11 different sizes in the range which fit a huge 
array of crack shapes and sizes, in fact anything from half 
an inch (13mm) to a meaty 4 inches (100mm). We have 
even put in two extra intermediate sizes, 1.25 and 1.75, 
which slot in between the most commonly used sizes of 1, 
1.5 and 2; just what you need for dealing with that awkward 
crack width that runs between rattley finger jams and 
narrow hand size.

The cam lobes work on the original 13.75° camming angle 
which gives the best balance between holding power and 
range. And the cam stops on the lobes make the cam strong 
(10kN) even when they are open in the umbrella position.

As with all of our cam designs, the 4CUs are fitted with 
double extendable dyneema slings. This means neat 
storage and quick and easy extension if you need it. 

One final thing we noticed was that old style cams were 
forever in need of trigger wire replacement. To solve this 
problem we’ve made the trigger bar so it can slide on the 
trigger wires. This reduces wear and tear on the wires and 
means you won’t have to worry about replacing them  
each season. 

4CU FEATURES

> A lightweight, dual stemmed cam

> Original 13.75° camming angle

> Cam stops for 10kN in umbrella position

> Fitted with extendable dyneema slings

> 11 sizes

> Colour coded to help you make a speedy  

 identification

SIZE  0 SIZE 0.5

SIZE 1.25

SIZE 1.75

SIZE 2 SIZE 2.5

SIZE 3.5

SIZE 4

SIZE 1

SIZE 3

SIZE 1.5



Demon Cams 
9 SIZES AVAILABLE

In order to provide more racking options in our active 
protection range we have combined some of our favourite 
features from our two existing cams: the tried and trusted 
13.75°, single axle head unit of the 4CU, with the justifiably 
popular stem assembly of the Dragon with its patented 
thumb press and extendable sling design. The result is a 
lightweight, versatile, and functional device that caters for 
climbers who prefer single stem ergonomics, for those 
who are used to our traditional sizing system, and for those 
who want to double up their cam racks to offer even more 
placement options.

Demon Cams 
9 SIZES AVAILABLE

The range covers placements from 13mm to 100mm in nine 
colour coded sizes. The colours follow the same sequence 
as the 4CU, but we’ve reversed the cam lobe colouring to 
the opposite to the Dragon for easily identification.

With the Demon in the DMM range, we offer the worlds 
premium range of protection, both passive and active, for  
all climbers and all climbs.

DEMON CAM FEATURES

> Extendable Dyneema sling

> Moulded ergonomic trigger bar

> Colour coded for easy recognition

> Anodised cams for corrosion prevention

> Hot forged thumb grip

SIZE  0 SIZE 0.5 SIZE 1

SIZE 1.5 SIZE 2 SIZE 2.5

SIZE 3 SIZE 3.5 SIZE 4
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PRODUCT COLOUR RANGE WEIGHT STRENGTH PASSIVE STRENGTH CATALOGUE NO.  

DEMON SIZE 0 BLUE 13-19 mm 84 g 14 kN 10 kN A7200A

DEMON SIZE 0.5 RED 17-24 mm 90 g 14 kN 10 kN A7205A

DEMON SIZE 1 GOLD 19-29 mm 97 g 14 kN 10 kN A7210A

DEMON SIZE 1.5 SILVER 23-35 mm 101 g 14 kN 10 kN A7215A

DEMON SIZE 2 RED 29-44 mm 113 g 14 kN 10 kN A7220A

DEMON SIZE 2.5 GOLD 33-55 mm 127 g 14 kN 10 kN A7225A

DEMON SIZE 3 PURPLE 43-66 mm 154 g 14 kN 10 kN A7230A

DEMON SIZE 3.5 BLUE 51-82 mm 181 g 14 kN 10 kN A7235A

DEMON SIZE 4 SILVER 64-100 mm 221 g 14 kN 10 kN A7240A

4CU 0 BLUE 13-19 mm 75 g 12 kN / 14 kN 10 kN A7010A

4CU 0.5 RED 17-24 mm 80 g 12 kN / 14 kN 10 kN A7011A

4CU 1 GOLD 19-29 mm 93 g 12 kN / 14 kN 10 kN A7012A

4CU 1.25 PURPLE 21-33 mm 96 g 12 kN / 14 kN 10 kN A7013A

4CU 1.5 SILVER 23-35 mm 97 g 12 kN / 14 kN 10 kN A7014A

4CU 1.75 GREEN 25-41 mm 99 g 12 kN / 14 kN 10 kN A7015A

4CU 2 RED 29-44 mm 110 g 12 kN / 14 kN 10 kN A7016A

4CU 2.5 GOLD 33-55 mm 123 g 12 kN / 14 kN 10 kN A7017A

4CU 3 PURPLE 43-66 mm 151 g 12 kN / 14 kN 10 kN A7018A

4CU 3.5 BLUE 51-82 mm 185 g 12 kN / 14 kN 10 kN A7019A

4CU 4 SILVER 64-100 mm 224 g 12 kN / 14 kN 10 kN A7020A

4CU 1/2 SETS (1,2,3) N/A N/A 224 g 12 kN / 14 kN 10 kN A701123

4CU 1/2 SETS (0.5, 1.5, 2.5) N/A N/A 224 g 12 kN / 14 kN 10 kN A7025



The new DMM axe range is the result of 30 years 

of technical knowledge combined with valuable 

feedback from a broad range of climbers.  The 

underlying requirement was to make a set of tools 

that offer exceptional performance and are built to 

withstand the rigours of modern climbing by being 

‘bombproof’ - sturdy, strong and dependable.  

We have engineered the light, balanced, and supremely 

strong ‘T Rated Integrity Construction’ method using 

full strength, T Rated components throughout, double 

riveting and high quality materials.  We have encased 

the hot-forged handles with a highly insulated, durable, 

grippy, fully integrated moulding. 
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Nick Bullock on Call of the Curtain  
(M7 WI6), Icefields Parkway, Canada

Photo Rob Greenwood
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We’ve brought the classic best-sellers up 

to speed with full strength ergonomic 

handles, fresh colourways throughout 

and handrests on the Fly.  In addition 

we introduce 2 new axes at the top end: 

The Apex and The Switch - modern 

tools for modern climbing.  The range 

is an ‘all-mountain’ offering, covering 

everything from mountain walking  

and glacier work to Alpinism and 

modern test pieces. 

SNOW AND ICE
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Cirque
DMM’s classic walking and mountaineering axe.

Our popular workhorse walking and mountaineering axe is 
now even sleeker and stronger. The new handle provides 
superb grip and the fully T-rated pick and shaft provides 
ultimate security in self-arrest and belay building. Now 
also available in a hammer option for when the going gets 
steeper and two axes are required. A perfect pairing for 
lightweight semi technical mountaineering.

Cirque  FeATureS

> Hot forged ergonomic handle

> T Rated Integrity Construction

> Adze and Hammer versions available

> Supplied with DMM Standard Leash

PRODUCT LENGTH WEIGHT CATALOGUE NO.  

CIRQUE ADZE 50 cm 565 g A0241

CIRQUE ADZE 55 cm 583 g A0242

CIRQUE ADZE 60 cm 604 g A0243

CIRQUE ADZE 65 cm 626 g A0244

CIRQUE HAMMER 50 cm 591 g A0246

Cirque HAMMer

Cirque ADZe

TRIC
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Raptor
A versatile tool for mountaineering, winter walking and 
classic climbs.

Developed in conjunction with guides and mountaineering 
instructors, the Raptor is a classic tool that is built to last.  
The aggressive alpine picks deal easily with steep couloirs, 
ridges, glacier work and self-arrest. The full size hammer 
and adze can cope with everything from cutting steps to 
chopping ledges, from bashing pegs to digging out belays.  
The gently curved shaft allows extra clearance whilst 
swinging and daggering, yet does not hinder hammering, 
step cutting, or plunging the tools.

rAPTOr  FeATureS

> Hot forged ergonomic handle

> T Rated Integrity Construction

> Adze and Hammer versions available

> Can be fitted with the Fly pick sets for more 

 technical terrain

> Supplied with Chokehold Leash

rAPTOr HAMMer

rAPTOr ADZe

TRIC

PRODUCT LENGTH WEIGHT CATALOGUE NO.  

RAPTOR ADZE 50 cm 644 g A0251

RAPTOR ADZE 55 cm 664 g A0253

RAPTOR HAMMER 50 cm 665 g A0252

RAPTOR HAMMER 55 cm 685 g A0254



PRODUCT LENGTH WEIGHT CATALOGUE NO.  

FLY ADZE 50 cm 718 g A0271

FLY HAMMER 55 cm 721 g A0272
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Fly
The iconic DMM Fly: our all-round climbing axe brought 
bang up to date for 2012.

Tried and tested the world over, our go anywhere, do 
anything, classic winter tool has just got better. The original 
Fly has been used on the first ascents of challenging lines 
throughout the world for the last two decades. With this 
latest evolution, we’ve updated the tools with modern 
climbing in mind: an improved handle, a lower hand rest 
as standard, and the option to add on an upper rest for 
leashless climbing.

FLY  FeATureS

> Hot forged ergonomic handle

> T Rated Integrity Construction

> Bottom hand rest for optimum support 

> Optional add-on upper rest enables matching and  

 leashless climbing

> Can be fitted with the Raptor pick sets for less  

 technical terrain

FLY HAMMer

FLY ADZe

TRIC



PRODUCT LENGTH WEIGHT WEIGHT  
WITH PICK 

WEIGHTS (G)

CATALOGUE  
NO.  

APEX COMPACT ADZE 50 cm 629 g 673 g A0281

APEX HAMMER 55 cm 614 g 658 g A0282
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Apex
A new, radically curved technical tool for hard icefalls and 
modern mixed climbing. The Apex is a superbly balanced 
precision tool: ready to tackle steep ice, massive mountain 
routes and mixed test pieces.  The curved shaft provides an 
ergonomic hand position and impressive clearance around 
bulging ice. Can be used with leashes in traditional climbing 
mode, but excels without leashes for the more modern 
approach.  The new one piece T rated Ice and Mix picks 
cover all the bases.

APeX  FeATureS

> Hot forged, ergonomic handle 

> T Rated Integrity Construction

> Dual handrests for leashless climbing

> High clearance shaft

> Pick weights for bullet hard ice and customised balance

> Supplied with grip tape for handle/shaft customisation

> Supplied with T Rated Ice picks as standard. 

> Mixed and Ice specific picks available separately.   

 Compact Hammer, Compact Adze, Mountain Adze (Large)

APeX HAMMer

APeX ADZe

TRIC

COMPONENTS (APEX & SWITCH) WEIGHT CATALOGUE NO.  

MIX COMPACT ADZE 156 g C0281

MIX HAMMER 141 g C0282

ICE COMPACT ADZE 152 g C0283

ICE HAMMER 137 g C0284

MIX MOUNTAIN ADZE 195 g C0285

PICK WEIGHTS SET + BOLT 44 g C0286
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Switch
Setting new standards for technical climbing in any terrain - 
ice, mixed or alpine.

A true, leashless all rounder! If swinging around on a pick 
placement with both hands matched, gunning for your next 
sketchy hook is your thing, then look no further - likewise, if 
quick enchainements in the Alps or psychedelically featured 
continental ice float your boat then this is the tool for you. 
The Switch is DMM’s new ‘state of the art’ full strength 
leashless tool that takes all of our design heritage and 
manufacturing knowledge and brings them together into a 
modern classic.

SWiTCH  FeATureS

> Glove friendly, hot forged ergonomic handle with full  

 strength upper and lower rests and supreme stability

> T Rated Integrity Construction

> Full strength clip-in point accessible from either rest

> High clearance shaft

> Inboard eyelet allows threading of cord for use   

 with freedom leashes.

> Pick weights for bullet hard ice and customised balance

> Supplied with grip tape for handle/shaft customisation

> Supplied with T Rated Ice picks as standard

> Mixed and Ice specific picks available separately.   

 Compact Hammer, Compact Adze, Mountain Adze (Large)

SWiTCH HAMMer

SWiTCH ADZe

TRIC

PRODUCT LENGTH WEIGHT WEIGHT  
WITH PICK 

WEIGHTS (G)

CATALOGUE 
NO.  

SWITCH COMPACT ADZE 50 cm 640 g 686 g A0291

SWITCH COMPACT HAMMER 50 cm 632 g 678 g A0292
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Freedom Leash
Enjoy the benefits and freedom of Leashless climbing 
without the risk of losing your tools.  Perfect for long 
committing routes, all round winter climbing,  or for those 
taking their first swings into the modern idiom. 

FreeDOM LeASH  FeATureS

> Available on its own or with 2 x Phantoms (Red+Green)

Bulldog
Winter climbing protection is often about making the best of 
what’s available. In an ideal world, this would be ice screws 
in bullet hard ice and ‘bomber’ rock protection throughout.  
However, our winter world is far from ideal and so inventive 
use of our Bulldog has been crucial in offering protection in 
frozen turf, thin icy cracks and marginal ice smears for over 
a decade.  Our new, updated bulldog keeps its versatility, 
but it’s lighter, easier to place and easier to remove than it’s 
predecessor. 

BuLLDOG  FeATureS

> Improved hammering area for speedy placements 

> Positive removal fin

> Lightening holes trim weight and help extraction

> Extendable 11mm dyneema sling

> 15 kN

Terrier
A reliable companion through thin and testing times.  The 
terrier is a perfect addition to the winter climbers rack.  
Micro-constrictions, thin-seams, and turfy blobs can 
provide an oasis of security in a desert of winter madness.

Terrier  FeATureS

> Extendable 11mm dyneema sling

> 15 kN

PRODUCT STRENGTH WEIGHT CATALOGUE NO.  

FREEDOM LEASH 42 g A0130

FREEDOM/PHANTOM PACK 94 g A0130-318

BULLDOG 15 kN 150 g C1325

TERRIER 15 kN 73 g C1385

GRIPPY GRIP TAPE (3M) A0PIB-3
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Revolution Ice Screws
Pumping out on a blue sheet of ice the last thing you need is a screw that won’t bite or wind 
in easily. That’s why DMM put a lot research and knowledge into designing the Revolution 
screws and even more effort went into getting these ideals transferred to production. It is 
not easy to build a good screw; you need very good steel for the tube, the outside teeth 
need to be precision ground so that they both pull in the tube efficiently and hold it firmly 
when under load. The inside of the tube needs to be honed to a mirror finish to minimise any 
frictional resistance when it is being wound into the ice.

PRODUCT LENGTH STRENGTH WEIGHT  CATALOGUE NO.  

REVOLUTION ICE SCREW 13 cm 13 cm 10 kN 557 g C6613

REVOLUTION ICE SCREW 17 cm 17 cm 10 kN 579 g C6617

DEADMAN 360 g A1300

Deadman
All Deadmen have been powder coated red which gives  
a high quality durable and classy finish. The striker  
plate is made of 304S stainless steel, and the wire is  
[7 x 19] 4 mm galvanised. 
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Curtain Call (WI6),  
Icefields Parkway, Canada

Photo Rob Greenwood

Nick Bullock seconding Nemesis (WI6),  
The Stanley Headwall, Canada 

Photo Rob Greenwood

Nick Bullock beneath No Use in Crying (M7), 
Upper Weeping Wall, Canada

Photo Rob Greenwood



Bouldering pads have revolutionised bouldering,  
greatly increasing the comfort and safety of this age  
old art. The bouldering pad provides us with a base 
camp, a safe zone and a confidence boosting launch 
point for every boulder problem we try.

Bouldering may be viewed by some as the least serious 
discipline in climbing, but every fall we take, regardless of how 
trivial, ends in an impact with the ground. And sometimes  
those impacts come with a significant risk of injury. That’s 
why we spend as much attention to detail on our range of 
bouldering pads as we do with our hardware. Our mats are 
made from quality materials so that they provide you with a 

safe landing, time after time. The three larger designs (Highball, 
Dyno and Spot 2) have 3 layer foam set up. The outer layers of 
the ‘sandwich’ are high density foam which helps to spread the 
impact of a fall and protect against any protruding rocks under 
the pad. The inner layer is softer open cell foam which absorbs 
the energy of the impact. We’ve rounded the corners to 
minimise abrasion damage, added virtually indestructible Lowe 
Alpine Load Locker metal buckles and used high quality Cordura 
fabrics on the covers. The carrying systems are comfortable 
and the large mats offer both a rucksack harness and a shoulder 
strap. We’ve even added a square of removable carpet to clean 
your rock shoes on (except on the Bit). Everything you need in 
fact for maximum safety and enjoyment.
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Bouldering

BOULDERING

Ioan Doyle, Broken Trigger (8a/+),  
Parisella’s Cave

Photograph Ray Wood 



DOuBLe DeNSiTY FOAM CONSTruCTiON

ruBBer MOuLDeD CArrYiNG HANDLeS

ruCKSACK STYLe CArrYiNG SYSTeM

eXTrA LOOPS AND STrAPS

LOAD LOCKer BuCKLe
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OVERALL THICKNESS: 7 cm

2 cm layer high density foam

3 cm open cell foam

2 cm layer high density foam

Spot 2
The Spot 2 is the ultimate lightweight hinge style pad – firm 
enough to provide good protection, yet extremely compact 
and easy to carry.

Use it in combination with your main pad and you’ve got an 
extremely versatile set up. Its thinness also makes it ideal for 
low level traverses or roof problems with limited clearance.

Alternatively, if you want to travel light, take it as your main 
pad. The weight saving will really be appreciated when 
visiting crags with arduous walk ins.

The 1000 denier Cordura exterior is filled with 3 layers 
of high quality foam. This gives a surprising degree of 
protection, even on rocky landings.

PRODUCT THICKNESS WIDTH 
[OPEN]

HEIGHT 
[OPEN]

WEIGHT CATALOGUE NO.  

BIT 4.5 cm 50 cm 100 cm 1.2 kg BMAT-BIT

SPOT 2 7 cm 100 cm 100 cm 3.2 kg BMAT-SPOT2

DYNO 9 cm 130 cm 100 cm 6.4 kg BMAT-DYNO

HIGHBALL 10.5 cm 122 cm 99 cm 5.4 kg BMAT-HBALL

SPOT 2 FeATureS

> Lightweight hinged pad

> 3 layers of top quality high density foam 

 (overall thickness: 7cm)

> Extremely tough and durable 1000d Cordura  

 material

> Shoulder strap

> Starter carpet for cleaning rock shoes

> Load locker buckles

> Rubber moulded carrying handles

> Rounded corners to increase durability

> Velcro closure flaps

TOP TIP

Even if the landing is soft and grassy it is always a good idea 
to cover key landing zones with a pad as this will help to 
reduce erosion. 
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Highball
The hinged style Highball is an extremely popular pad with 
a great landing area.

The Highball is slightly smaller than the Dyno pad, which 
makes for a lighter carry (a mere 5.4kgs). The neat size 
also means it is easy to carry between the boulders and 
fits well into car boots.

The slight reduction in landing zone area is more than 
made up for by the extra thickness of the pad – if you are 
venturing on higher problems then this is definitely the 
pad to get. 

Like all of our bouldering pads, the Highball is very tough 
and durable. It has Ballistic Cordura on the base, 1000d 
Cordura on the top and Plastel on the closure flaps. 

The heart of the mat is a thick layer of open cell foam 
sandwiched between two high density foam layers which 
give a good even distribution, even when falling on uneven 
or rocky ground.

HiGHBALL  FeATureS

> A hinged style bouldering pad

> 3 layers of top quality dual density foam (overall 

 thickness: 10.5cm)

> Extremely tough and durable materials such as 

 Ballistic Cordura on the base, 1000d Cordura on 

 the top and Plastel on the closure flaps

> Removable rucksack/shoulder strap which can 

 easily be rigged so the pad can be carried on the 

 back or at the side/on the shoulder

> Starter carpet for cleaning rock shoes 

> Lowe Alpine Load Locker buckles

> Rubber moulded carrying handles 

> Rounded corners to increase durability

> Extra straps for carrying bag, shoes, etc

OVERALL THICKNESS: 10.5 cm

3 cm layer high density foam

4.5 cm open cell foam

3 cm layer high density foam

“What I like most about the Highball pads is that 

everybody in North Wales has got one. This means that 

at the end of the day you just pick up the nearest pad to 

hand and head home. Strange how my pad seems as new 

as the day I got it!”  

PeTe rOBiNS, 
DMM sponsored climber

TOP TIP

The folded pad provides a stable block which can be 
used to pack out holes or provide a base for a multi-pad 
platform on an uneven/sloping surface.

Dave Noden, Jerry’s Roof (V9/7c),  
Llanberis Pass

Photograph Ray Wood 
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Dyno
This classic taco style pad is both tough and versatile. 

The taco design eliminates hinges or joins and thus gives 
the reassurance of uniform protection across the fall zone. 

On awkward or uneven landings the flexible form allows 
you to wrap and mould the mat into crevasses and around 
blocks or rock steps.

The Dyno is slightly thinner than the Highball; meaning that 
you can use it on low ball problems were there is limited 
clearance from the floor.

Size wise it is slightly bigger than the Highball, giving a 
generous landing zone, yet also being small enough to fit 
easily into a typical car boot.

We’ve used the same high quality materials to construct 
this as the Highball. Consequently this is a very tough and 
durable pad.

The foam set up is different to the Highball though. We’ve 
made the high density layers thinner so that the pad will 
fold more easily.

DYNO FeATureS

> Taco style pad

> 3 layers of top quality dual density foam 

 (overall thickness: 9cm)

> Extremely tough and durable materials such as 

 Ballistic Cordura on the base, 1000d Cordura on  

 the top and Plastel on the closure flaps

> Removable rucksack/shoulder strap which can 

 easily be rigged so the pad can be carried on the 

 back or at the side/on the shoulder 

> Starter carpet for cleaning rock shoes 

> Lowe Alpine Load Locker buckles

> Rubber moulded carrying handles 

> Rounded corners to increase durability

> Extra straps for carrying bag, shoes, etc.

Bit
This a great addition to a main pad – giving an extremely 
versatile set up. The combination of the larger, thicker pad 
and the smaller, thin pad enables almost all situations to be 
safely padded.

The Bit mat is a single layer of foam that slips neatly inside 
its bigger brothers, the Highball and Dyno.

It is perfect for sit starts or low level/limited clearance 
situations. It can also be positioned vertically to protect 
against impact with adjacent rocks.

And of course if you need to travel light, the Bit mat can be 
used on its own.

BiT FeATureS

> A slim line bouldering pad

> Single layer of high density foam 

 (overall thickness: 4.5cm)

> Can be easily slipped inside the Highball or Dyno

> Rubber moulded carrying handle 

> Rounded corners to increase durability

OVERALL THICKNESS: 4.5 cm

4.5 cm layer high density foam

OVERALL THICKNESS: 9 cm

1.5 cm layer high density foam

6.5 cm open cell foam

1 cm layer high density foam



We recognise that choosing the right harness is one  
of the most important decisions a climber can make. 
Get it right and your climbing experience will be  
greatly enhanced.

A good harness should fit well and be comfortable when 
loaded. It should have neat features that are easy to use and 
it should have excellent build quality. But most importantly it 
should feel right when you use it at the crag.

We have designed harnesses for the full range of climbers, be 
they beginners taking their first step at the local climbing wall, 
or experienced climbers out and about on the crags, or  
indeed, elite alpinists pushing the limits in the mountains.
Whatever your chosen discipline or level of experience,  
we are certain that you will find a DMM harness to suit. 
Please refer to the DMM website for sizing of padded 
harnesses. Sizes may change slightly after our extended  
field testing period.
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Harnesses

HArneSSeS

Rob Greenwood on the unforgettable Lord of 
the Flies (E6 6a), Dinas Cromlech

Photograph ray Wood 



HYPALON PAtcHes
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renegade
Our best just got better…  DMMs flagship go anywhere, do 
anything, fully adjustable harness.

All of the renegade fans love the firm, supportive lumbar 
pad, the 7 gear loops, and the floating waist belt, so these 
features stay firmly in place.  In addition we’ve improved 
the racking for both summer and winter and upgraded to 
lightweight and burly belay loops and rear elastics.

ReNegAde FeAtURes

> Top of the Range All-Round Harness

> Floating Waist with 7 gear loops and 4 Hypalon  

 Ice Patches

> Slide Lock Buckles

> Internal  Lumbar Support

> Durable Cordura Face Fabric

> Available in SMALL, MEDIUM, and LARGE

5

7

5

7 5

7

5

7

ReAR  geAR LOOP

PRODUCT CATALOGUE 
NO.  

RENEGADE SMALL RENE-S

RENEGADE MEDIUM RENE-M

RENEGADE LARGE RENE-L



Viper 
Looking for a versatile, high quality, all round harness? 
Look no further. We’ve made the Viper both lightweight 
and extremely comfortable.  On top of that we’ve added a 
copious 5 loop racking system for easy access to all of your 
gear.  Slidelock buckles mean easy adjustment and a secure 
fit. This could be your perfect partner at the wall, on the 
crag, or up the mountain.  

Also available as part of our super-value Viper Pack.

VIPeR FeAtURes

> All Round Light Weight Harness

> 5 Gear Loops

> Slide Lock Buckles

> Available as Part of the Viper Pack

> Available in Small, Medium and Large

5

7
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5

7

5

7

ReAR geAR LOOP

PRODUCT CATALOGUE 
NO.  

VIPER SMALL VIPE-S

VIPER MEDIUM VIPE-M

VIPER LARGE VIPE-L



ReAR geAR LOOP
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Puma 
The combination of the renegades  feature set and 
women’s specific fit and styling make the Puma a capable, 
comfortable and supremely functional harness for all of 
your climbing needs.  Hard redpoints, trad adventures, 
winter and summer; the Puma can deal with it all.  racking 
and support just where you need it,  with no unnecessary 
clutter, bells, or whistles.

PUmA FeAtURes

> Top of the Range All-Round Harness for Women

> Women’s Specific cut and sizing

> Floating Waist with 7 gear loops and 4 Hypalon  

 Ice Patches 

> Slide Lock Buckles

> Internal  Lumbar Support

> Durable Cordura Face Fabric

> Available in X-Small, Small, Medium and Large

5

7

5

7 5

7

PRODUCT CATALOGUE 
NO.  

PUMA X-SMALL PUMA-XS

PUMA SMALL PUMA-S

PUMA MEDIUM PUMA-M

PUMA LARGE PUMA-L
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Vixen 
Taking all of the lessons learnt in the development of the 
Puma, DMM are expanding their Women’s harness range 
with the introduction of the Vixen.   A new lightweight model 
for those climbers who want a versatile and comfortable 
harness that can take on a full day bolt clipping, long trad 
routes and alpine excursions.  The Vixen takes it all in her 
stride and deals with it in style and comfort. 

VIXeN FeAtURes

> Womens Specific Lightweight Harness

> 5 Gear Loops

> Slide Lock Buckles

> Available as Part of the Vixen Pack

> Available in X-Small, Small, Medium and Large

5

7

5

7

geAR LOOP

PRODUCT CATALOGUE 
NO.  

VIXEN X-SMALL VIX-XS

VIXEN SMALL VIX-S

VIXEN MEDIUM VIX-M

VIXEN LARGE VIX-L
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Tom Cat 
This neat little harness has virtually all the same features 
as the top of the range renegade. This means the same 
floating waist system, ensuring a comfortable fit and correct 
positioning of the gear loops. It also means the same 
rounded off, low profile buckles, with a huge amount of 
adjustment – the latter point being especially useful given 
the alarming speed that kids grow. 

The only thing we really had to change was the number of 
gear loops. Somehow two seemed more appropriate than 
the seven you get on a renegade!

tOm cAt FeAtURes

> Children’s fully featured adjustable leg padded 

 sit harness

> Floating waist design 

> Internal lumbar support

> Adjustable leg loops use a Slide Lock buckle 

 system to give a secure fit with stacks of 

 adjustment potential 

> Waist buckle is a Slide Lock design

> Structural webbing leg loops for greater comfort

Tom Kitten 
A full body harness makes sense with smaller children 
as it gives an added degree of security and safety in fall 
situations. The higher tie in point reduces the chance of 
inversion. The shoulder straps also eliminate the possibility 
of the child sliding out of the harness.

A kid’s harness must give a comfortable fit over a large 
range of body shapes and sizes. We spent a lot of time 
tweaking the Tom Kitten to make sure that we got this 
just right. We even fitted it with padded floating leg loops 
which can be moved into the optimum position for comfort, 

regardless of the size of the child.

tOm KItteN FeAtURes

> Children’s full body harness

> Slide Lock buckle system to give a secure fit with 

 stacks of adjustment potential

> Padded floating leg loops

> Colour coded tie in loops

> Gear loop

> Suitable for children up to 40kg

Centre Alpine 
This is the original and highly acclaimed centre harness. It 
has a simple, robust design with thread back buckles and a 
huge range of fit. The central tie-in point has a high position, 
making it easy to use and also reducing the chance of 

inversion, should the wearer part company with the rock.

ceNtRe ALPINe FeAtURes

> Centre harness

> Tough 44mm webbing

> Colour coded tie in point 

> Red colour coded right leg loop for ease of fitting

> Colour coded thread back buckles

> Elastic leg retainers

> Single (removable) sliding gear loop

> Available in Regular and X-Large

> Available with ABS buckles
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Brenin 
We have two harnesses specifically designed for outdoor 
activity centres and groups: the Brenin and the Centre 
Alpine. Both are one size fully adjustable harnesses, however 
the Brenin is much closer in design to a traditional harness. 

This time we’ve opted for a vertically aligned belay tie-in 
loop and circular leg loops. But instead of structural padding 
we’ve used sturdy 44mm webbing. The end result is a tough, 
yet highly practical harness with a huge range of fit.

And finally, we’ve fitted it with the Auto Buckle System (ABS), 
which does away with the need to thread back the buckle.

Available in regular and X-Large

BReNIN FeAtURes

> Centre harness

> Auto Buckle System - a totally captive, rapid and 

 safe buckle system

> Tough 44mm webbing 

> Yellow colour coded 20mm belay loop

> Red colour coded right leg loop for ease of fitting 

> Elastic leg retainers 

> Single (removable) sliding gear loop

Chest Harness 
Why would you want a chest harness? Well, the simple 
answer is that they offer a greater degree of safety and 
security. Certainly, in a fall situation the high tie in point will 
help to prevent inversion of the climber. 

Other points worth noting are, firstly, that we’ve fitted 
it with the same Auto Buckle System (ABS) used on the 
Brenin centre harness. And secondly, that it must be used 
in conjunction with a sit harness like the Brenin or Centre 
Alpine.

cHest HARNess FeAtURes

> Fully adjustable chest harness

> Auto Buckle System - a totally captive, rapid and 

 safe buckle system

> Tough 44mm webbing

> Yellow colour coded tie in points

> Twin gear loops

> One size, fully adjustable

Super Couloir 
need a harness for winter sports? Well, you’ve come to the 
right place. The Super Couloir is designed for ice climbing, 
alpine climbing, mountaineering and ski touring; you could 
even use it for rock climbing but we’d probably recommend 
something a bit more padded for that.

It’s light, easy to put on (even when wearing crampons, 
skis or snowshoes) and has plenty of racking for gear and 
screws. The ‘diaper’ pull through leg loop design allows you 
to put it on without undoing any cumbersome buckles (a 
task especially difficult with gloves on) or standing into the 
leg loop.

We’ve used ‘supported’ 44mm webbing on the waistbelt – 
this is surprisingly comfortable on hanging belays, it’s also 
low profile so it will fit snugly under your rucsac.

This harness has proved a firm favourite with our team of 
winter gear testers.

sUPeR cOULOIR FeAtURes

> Full specification alpine harness

> Low weight and minimal pack size

> Twin hypalon ice screw racking strips

> Five gear loops

> 20mm belay loop rated at 25kN

> 44mm minimally padded waist for lightweight 

 comfort
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PRODUCT SIZE WAIST LEGS WEIGhT CATALOGUE NO. 

MIN MAX MIN MAX

[cM] [IN] [cM] [IN] [cM] [IN] [cM] [IN] [G] [oz]

ToM cAT KIDS 56 22 75 30 36 14 42 17 330 11.6 ToMc

ToM KITTEN KIDS 30 12 62 24 23 9 55 22 388 13.7 ToMK

cENTRE ALPINE REGULAR 40 16 125 49 40 16 80 31 407 14.4 ALPINE

cENTRE ALPINE XL 60 24 150 59 50 20 100 39 452 15.9 ALPINE-XL

cENTRE ALPINE ABS REGULAR 45 18 125 49 40 16 80 31 402 14.1 ALPINE-ABS

cENTRE ALPINE ABS XL 55 22 145 57 50 20 100 39 502 17.7 ALPINE-ABS-XL

BRENIN REGULAR 45 18 125 49 45 18 78 31 426 15.0 BRENIN

BRENIN XL 55 22 145 57 50 20 80 31 481 17.0 BRENIN-XL

SUPER coULoIR SMALL 65 26 90 35 40 16 55 22 330 11.6 coUL-S

SUPER coULoIR MEDIUM 68 27 98 39 50 20 65 26 344 12.1 coUL-M

SUPER coULoIR LARGE 78 31 108 43 60 24 70 28 373 13.2 coUL-L

SUPER coULoIR XL 90 35 125 49 65 26 75 30 399 14.1 coUL-XL

cHEST HARNESS oNE SIzE 310 10.93 cHESTH

BANDoLIER 135 4.76 BANDoLIER

Bandolier 
Padded gear sling with 2 gear loops.

Proud to be Welsh Exporter of the Year 

Photograph ray Wood 



DMM have developed a range of rope management 

tools and devices which offer customers a solution 

when faced with difficult and complex situations.

Tree work sites can be demanding places: work at 

height within complex 3D structures, heavy rigging 

with impact loads and exposure to the elements.  

Arborists need to be strong, ingenious and waterproof 

to be productive! DMM continue to develop their 

product range to help meet the requirements of this 

fast moving, hard working industry. Working in close 

cooperation with industry partners Treemagineers Ltd,  

we have brought new concepts and advances in 

product performance to tree care, by focusing on 

the best of design, top quality materials and ground-

breaking manufacturing techniques. 

DMM performance critical products  

are proudly made in North Wales.
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Arborism, Rescue 
and Rigging

ARboRisM, Rescue AND RiggiNg

For full details of the Professional range please  

visit our website www.dmmwales.com

Treemagineer Josephine Hedgers, 
International TCC Women’s Champion

Photograph © Treemagineers
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PRODUCT STRENGTH LENGTH WIDTH WEIGHT CATALOGUE NO.  

TRIPLE ATTACHMENT (RAPIDE) PULLEY 30 kN 94 mm 68 mm 120 g PUL100RAPIDE

TRIPLE ATTACHMENT (HITCH CLIMBER) PULLEY BLT 30 kN 94 mm 68 mm 118 g PUL100BLT

TRIPLE ATTACHMENT (HITCH CLIMBER) PULLEY RED 30 kN 94 mm 68 mm 118 g PUL100RD

PINTO PULLEY 36 kN 93 mm 45mm 111 g PUL110

PINTO RIG PULLEY 44 kN 95.5 mm 45 mm 124 g PUL120

PINTO PULLEY SPACER 78 g PUL110-SPA

PINTO RIG PULLEY SPACER 81 g PUL120-SPA

Pinto 
Pulley

Pinto & Pinto rig Pulley FeAtureS

> Hot forged aluminium side plates provide strength 

  and durability

> Heat treated stainless steel spindles for high   

 strength and corrosion resistance

> Textile friendly surfaces

> Riveted and tamperproof assembly

> Pre lubricated sintered bronze bearings for ultra   

 smooth operation

> Recommended for aborist, rescue, hauling and  

 many applications where friction reduction is required

> Load bearing beckett

> Conforms to all of the following standards:  

 EN 12278:2007, EN795(b)1997, NFPA 1983(06 ED) Type G

> Individually marked for traceability

Pinto Rig 
Pulley

Triple Attachment 
(Rapide) 
Pulley

triPle AttAchment (rAPide) & (hitch climber) Pulley FeAtureS

> Triple attachment points for special rigging applications

> Hot forged aluminium side plates provide strength   

 and durability

> Textile friendly surfaces

> Heat treated stainless steel spindles for high   

 strength and corrosion resistance

> Pre lubricated sintered bronze bearings for ultra   

 smooth operation

> Riveted and tamperproof assembly

> Recommended for arborist and rescue applications

> Rapide version incorporates roller bearing sheave   

 for higher efficiency

> Conforms to all of the following standards:  

 EN 12278:2007, EN795(b)1997, NFPA 1983(06 ED) Type L

> Individually marked for traceability

Triple Attachment 
(Hitch climber) 
Pulley

Pinto Pulley 
spacer
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buddy

buddy FeAtureS

> Free following for protection both and up and down  

 a safety line

> Hot forged 6082 T6 aluminium side plates provide   

 strength and durability

> Constant cam angle provides smooth and  

 reliable  operation

> Simple ergonomic shape is easily maintainable

> Anodised to BS12373-2001 Class 10E1 Sealed for   

 corrosion protection

> Recommended for applications requiring a  

 back up device

> Designed to operate on nylon rope conforming to   

 EN1891:1998 

> Individually marked for traceability

Attachment Pulleys

PRODUCT STRENGTH LENGTH WIDTH WEIGHT CATALOGUE NO.  

SINGLE ATTACHMENT SINGLE SHEAVE PULLEY 30 kN 94 mm 52.5 mm 144 g PUL210

SINGLE ATTACHMENT DOUBLE SHEAVE PULLEY 30 kN 94 mm 52.5 mm 249 g PUL211

DOUBLE ATTACHMENT SINGLE SHEAVE PULLEY 30 kN 127 mm 52.5 mm 169 g PUL220

DOUBLE ATTACHMENT DOUBLE SHEAVE PULLEY 30 kN 127 mm 52.5mm 281 g PUL221

BUDDY (10-11 mm rope) 95 mm 78 mm 192 g BUD100

BUDDY (11-13 mm rope) 95 mm 78 mm 192 g BUD200

AttAchment Pulley FeAtureS

> 4 mm 2014 T6 aluminium side plates provide   

 strength and durability

> Heat treated 174PH stainless steel spindles for high  

 strength and corrosion resistance

> Pre lubricated sintered bronze bearings for ultra   

 smooth operation

> Riveted and tamperproof assembly

> Anodised to BS12373-2001 Class 10E1 Sealed for   

 corrosion protection

> Recommended for general pulley applications

> Individually marked for traceability

ARboRisM, Rescue AND RiggiNg

SINGLE ATTACHMENT, SINGLE SHEAVE> SINGLE ATTACHMENT, DOUBLE SHEAVE>

DOUBLE ATTACHMENT, SINGLE SHEAVE> DOUBLE ATTACHMENT, DOUBLE SHEAVE>
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PRODUCT STRENGTH WORKING
LOAD LIMIT

DIMENSIONS WEIGHT CATALOGUE NO.  

LARGE BAT RIGGING PLATE 60 kN 12 kN 249 x 99 x 10 mm 322 g RIG-L-GL

MEDIUM BAT RIGGING PLATE 60 kN 12 kN 189 x 97 x 10 mm 247 g RIG-M-BL

SMALL BAT RIGGING PLATE 60 kN 12 kN 129 x 95 x 10 mm 159 g RIG-S-RD

X SMALL BAT RIGGING PLATE 36 kN 7 kN 62 x 62 x 8 mm 37 g RIG-XS-OR

LARGE HUB Slots: MBS: 50 kN
Inner ring: MBS: 80 kN 

10 kN
16 kN

175 mm 201 g ARB-HUB175

SMALL HUB Slots: MBS: 50 kN
Inner ring: MBS: 50 kN 

10 kN
10 kN

108 mm 761 g ARB-HUB108

bat Rigging Plates
Developed with input from professionals in the Rescue 
industry, our new range of bat Rigging Plates raise the bar 
in design, performance and strength. Precision machining 
and heat treatment make them super-strong, light and 
incredibly versatile. 

The ‘bat’ shape minimises height loss in complex rigging 
scenarios and generous radii allow direct attachment of 
textiles and rope as well as connectors.

bAt rigging PlAteS FeAtureS

> Four sizes for all rigging configurations

> Textile friendly’ surfaces with large radii

> Centralised connection point for stable rescuer   

 attachment

> Bolt together for ‘2 point’ security

> Small, Medium and Large available in purple to   

 follow EU WLL protocol

> Available in black for tactical use, see our website  

 for details

> CNC machined from high strength heat treated   

 Aluminium

> Anodised to EN12373-1:2001 Class 10E1 for  

 corrosion protection and identification

> Conforms to EN795(b):1996

> NFPA 1983 (06 ED) Class G : Portable Anchors

Rigging Hubs
DMM’s Rigging Hubs have a wide range of uses limited only 
by imagination. Designed to be textile friendly webbing and 
rope will feel equally at home with our hubs. 

DMM’s Hubs can manage multiple anchor systems. The 
textile friendly slots allow opposed connectors such as 
carabiners, prusik loops, webbing slings and girth hitches 
to sit comfortably while the central hole accommodates a 
running rope and facilitates 3D rigging.

rigging hub FeAtureS

> Helps organise single or multiple anchor systems

> Compatible with a wide range of hardware and   

 textile connecting components

> ‘Textile friendly’ surfaces with large radii

> Inner ring is compatible with running ropes allowing  

 hauling systems and backups to be very simply 

  configured 

> Outer bar is dimensioned for optimum carabiner   

 configuration

> Slots allow carabiners to be ‘opposite and opposed’

> CNC machined from aluminium for high strength to  

 weight ratio

> Anodised to EN12373-1:2001 Class10E1 for corrosion  

 protection

> Conforms to EN795(b):1996

> Individual serial marking

ARboRisM, Rescue AND RiggiNg

 LARGE BAT PLATE>

 MEDIUM BAT PLATE>
 SMALL BAT PLATE>

 X SMALL BAT PLATE>

 LARGE RIGGING HUB>

 SMALL RIGGING HUB
>



With more and more youngsters taking up 

climbing, our range of products suitable for them is 

continually growing.

climbing Walls provide an ideal location to learn basics 

from bouldering, top roping or leading, and whether 

children progress further to climb outdoors or not, 

the lessons learnt indoors are equally important. We 

continue to work closely with NicAs, fully support the 

work they do to provide a national framework or syllabus 

for children and teenagers to work through. 

basic skills learnt here are invaluable for them to 

continue to develop their climbing experiences.

Helmets, harnesses, rockshoes, ropebags chalkbags etc. 

are all on offer. 

The latest range of Hoodies and T shirts   

(climb Now…….Homework Later!) are a welcome addition 

to the products we offer our younger climbers.
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Kids
climbing

KiDs cLiMbiNg

Starting young, Zoë Wood on  
Tryfan Bach, Ogwen

Photograph Ray Wood 
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Tom cat
This neat little harness has virtually all the same features 
as the top of the range Renegade. This means the same 
floating waist system, ensuring a comfortable fit and correct 
positioning of the gear loops. it also means the same 
rounded off, low profile buckles, with a huge amount of 
adjustment – the latter point being especially useful given 
the alarming speed that kids grow. 

The only thing we really had to change was the number of 
gear loops. somehow two seemed more appropriate than 
the seven you get on a Renegade!

tom cAt FeAtureS

> Children’s fully featured adjustable leg padded sit   

 harness

> Floating waist design 

> Internal lumbar support

> Adjustable leg loops use a Slide Lock buckle system 

 to give a secure fit with stacks of adjustment potential

> Waist buckle is a Slide Lock design

> Structural webbing leg loops for greater comfort

Tom Kitten
A full body harness makes sense with smaller children 
as it gives an added degree of security and safety in fall 
situations. The higher tie in point reduces the chance of 
inversion. The shoulder straps also eliminate the possibility 
of the child sliding out of the harness.

A kids harness must give a comfortable fit over a large 
range of body shapes and sizes. We spent a lot of time 
tweaking the Tom Kitten to make sure that we got this 
just right. We even fitted it with padded floating leg loops 
which can be moved into the optimum position for comfort, 
regardless of the size of the child. 

tom Kitten FeAtureS

> Children’s full body harness

> Slide Lock buckle system to give a secure fit with   

 stacks of adjustment potential

> Padded floating leg loops

> Colour coded tie in loops

> Gear loop

> Suitable for children up to 40kg

 TOM KITTEN> TOM CAT>

PRODUCT SIZE WAIST LEGS WEIGHT CATALOGUE NO. 

MIN MAX MIN MAX

[CM] [IN] [CM] [IN] [CM] [IN] [CM] [IN] [G] [Oz]

TOM CAT KIDS 56 22 75 30 36 14 42 17 330 11.6 TOMC

TOM KITTEN KIDS 30 12 62 24 23 9 55 22 388 13.7 TOMK



PRODUCT SIZE COLOUR CATALOGUE NO.  

KIDS ASCENT HELMET 48 - 57 cm WHITE HELMK-W

KIDS ASCENT HELMET 48 - 57 cm ORANGE HELMK-O

KIDS GYM SHOES 3 - 13 RBOOT-GYM

KIDS HOODIE TBC TBC TBC

Kids Ascent Helmets
A specially fine-tuned Kid’s version of the strong and light Ascent helmet.  
Available in orange or white.

.

Kids gym shoes
Lightweight, durable rock shoes.

KidS gym Shoe FeAtureS

> Lightweight construction

> Breathable fabric

> From size 3 upwards

KiDs cLiMbiNg

Kids Hoodies
Aptly logoed with “climb Now, Homework later” we can now offer kids DMM hoodies in 
a variety of colours with contrasting hood linings.

.
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KiDs cLiMbiNg

NicAs has now been 

up and running 

for a number of  

years, we now have 

numerous Primary centres spread across england, 

Wales, scotland, Northern ireland and eire. The Abc 

Training Trust oversees the running of NicAs and 

in doing so, endeavours to provide our Primary and 

Awarding centres with a quality support service, and 

proud to be associated with all of our centres, large or 

small. NicAs is proud to work with DMM in helping to 

support climbing at a grass roots level not only through 

its support for NicAs but in producing equipment for 

the younger generation of climbers.

Top left - The tactile joy that is Fontainebleau stone, Canche aux Merciers

Bottom left - Four year-old Ruby Wood on problem 18 of the white children’s  
circuit at Beauvais Rocher du Duc, Fontainebleau

Top right - Working out the moves from an early age

Photograph Ray Wood 
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Whether you are a climbing wall manager or a habitué 

of your local wall, this section will be of interest to you. 

Again, with more and more individuals entering the 

sport through the relative warmth and safety of the 

climbing wall environment we have grown the range 

which will be of interest here too.

We have a full range of steel carabiners and captive eye biners 

available. strong and durable these are ideal for heavy wear 

usage. The latest addition to this range will be the Alpha steel 

(see page 39). This takes advantage of the ergonomic Alpha 

sport biner, so popular in the sports climbing scene, and by 

marrying up the easy clipping alloy bent gate with the steel 

back we have something that is easy to clip for the climber but 

hardwearing for the wall owner. it is available on the new vary 

width webbing, and can be supplied with or without a maillon.

The shorty rope comes in 30 or 40 metre lengths making 

rope management easier at most walls. The tried and trusted 

centre Alpine Harness and the brenin continue to be popular 

for their ease of use when instructing and their durability. 

The belaymaster carabiner has been adopted as the belay 

biner of choice by many walls worldwide as not only does it 

prevent crossloading but also it ensures you have done up the 

thimble as the plastic clip will not relocate unless this is so. 
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Walls

WALLs

Learning the ropes at Big Rock  
Climbing Centre, Milton Keynes

Photograph Ray Wood 



Photograph David Noddings
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Ascent Helmets
We have two popular helmets in our range; the strong and light Ascent, and the specially 
fine-tuned Kid’s version.

both helmets are easy to adjust and fit across a wide size range. They are also well 
ventilated and comfortable to wear.

AScent helmetS FeAtureS

> Robust and light helmet

> Easy to adjust and fit securely

> Constructed with a shell of strong ABS plastic and  an EPS insert in the crown

> Wide size range

> Good ventilation

> Lightweight buckles and comfortable chin strap

> Headtorch clips

> Available in orange or white

gym ShoeS FeAtureS

> Lightweight construction

> Breathable fabric

> Sizes 3-13

> Washable

gym shoes
Lightweight, durable rock shoes.

chalk and  
Finger Tape
[left-right]

> Liquid Chalk [200 ml], 

> Crushed Chalk Tub [100 g], 

> Crushed Chalk Bag [250 g] 

> Finger Tape [10 m long x 25 mm wide]

> Chalk Ball [56 g], 

PRODUCT WEIGHT SIZE COLOUR CATALOGUE NO.  

ASCENT HELMET WHITE 375 g 54-62 cm WHITE HELM-W

ASCENT HELMET ORANGE 375 g 54-62 cm ORANGE HELM-O

GYM SHOES UK SIzE 3-13 RBOOT-GYM

FINGER TAPE 25 mm WIDE DMMCFT25

LIQUID CHALK 200 ml DMMLIQUID

CHALK BALLS 56 g DMMBALLS

CRUSHED CHALK BAG 250 g DMMBAG

CRUSHED CHALK TUB 100 g DMMTUB



captive eye
cAPtiVe eye FeAtureS

> Captive eye provides predictable direction of load

> Patented Taperlock clean nose for increased gate push in and side resistance

> Hot forged and fully heat treated aluminium for lightness and maximum strength 

> Anodised to BS12373-2001 Class 10E1 Sealed for corrosion protection

> Ideal for use as the end connector on a lanyard

QuicKlocK oPtion locKSAFe oPtion

STEEL CAPTIVE EyE>

ALUMINIUM CAPTIVE EyE>

Men’s, women’s and children’s versions of classic “climb Now, Work Later” 
hoodies and T’s in a variety of colours.

T-shirts and Hoodies

Page 100 cARAbiNeRs AND QuicKDRAWs

PRODUCT STRENGTH 
[GATE CLOSED]

WEIGHT GATE 
OPENING

CATALOGUE 
NO.  

CAPTIVE EYE STEEL SCREWGATE 45 kN 266 g 18 mm C962

CAPTIVE EYE STEEL QUICKLOCK 45 kN 281 g 16 mm C963

CAPTIVE EYE STEEL LOCKSAFE 45 kN 288 g 16 mm C967

CAPTIVE EYE ALUMINIUM SCREWGATE 30 kN 98 g 24 mm A912

CAPTIVE EYE ALUMINIUM QUICKLOCK 30 kN 100 g 23 mm A913

CAPTIVE EYE ALUMINIUM LOCKSAFE 30 kN 104 g 23 mm A917

PRODUCT STRENGTH 
[GATE CLOSED]

CATALOGUE 
NO.  

T-SHIRT MEN S,M,L,XL DMM-TM

T-SHIRT WOMEN XS, S, M DMMTW

HOODIES UNISEX S, M, L DMMH



steel carabiners 
Where weight isn’t an issue, but durability and strength are, 
choose from a comprehensive range of steel carabiners. 
All steel carabiners are zinc plated to reduce the likelihood 

of corrosion.

locKing mechAniSmS

> Quicklock and Locksafe options available for  

 Klettersteig, Offset D, Equal D and Oval

QuicKlocK oPtion locKSAFe oPtion

OFFSET D>

KLETTERSTEIG>

OVAL 10MM>EqUAL D 10MM>

BOA HMS SCREWGATE>

ALUMINIUM CAPTIVE EyE
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For full details of the Professional range please  
visit our website www.dmmwales.com
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PRODUCT STRENGTH 
[GATE CLOSED]

WEIGHT GATE OPENING CATALOGUE 
NO.  

KLETTERSTEIG 12 mm STEEL SCREWGATE 45 kN 258 g 23 mm C842

KLETTERSTEIG 12 mm STEEL QUICKLOCK 45 kN 274 g 23 mm C843

KLETTERSTEIG 12 mm STEEL LOCKSAFE 45 kN 275 g 23 mm C847

OFFSET D 12 mm STEEL SCREWGATE 45 kN 226 g 18 mm C812

OFFSET D 12 mm STEEL QUICKLOCK 45 kN 242 g 18 mm C813

OFFSET D 12 mm STEEL LOCKSAFE 45 kN 243 g 18 mm C817

EQUAL D 10 mm STEEL SCREWGATE 30 kN 175 g 15 mm C412

EQUAL D 10 mm STEEL QUICKLOCK 30 kN 189 g 15 mm C413

EQUAL D 10 mm STEEL LOCKSAFE 30 kN 190 g 15 mm C417

OVAL 10mm SCREWGATE 30 kN 175 g 18 mm C452

OVAL 10mm QUICKLOCK 30 kN 186 g 18 mm C453

OVAL 10mm LOCKSAFE 30 kN 187 g 18 mm C457

BOA HMS STEEL SCREWGATE 40 kN 266 g 24 mm C852
For full details of the Professional range please  
visit our website www.dmmwales.com



A range of high quality soft wear that perfectly 

complements our approach to hardware; Flair, 

Functionality, top-notch materials, 1st class 

workmanship,  and a choice of colours.  From light yet 

burly fabrics on the rope bags and tarps, to sumptuous 

pile lining on the chalk bags, every detail has been 

considered carefully and without compromise in order 

to make these products.
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soft goods

WALLs

Adam Long high balling Script for a Tear, V7/7a+ or E6 6c, 
Very Far Skyline Buttress, Roaches

Photograph Ray Wood 
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Tube
A classic chalk bag with a deep pile lining, toothbrush holder,  
and a chalk proof closure.

Traction 
[slightly smaller, sportier, wall chalk bag]

A medium size bag for those quick dips.  contoured opening 
allows easy access, and the chalk proof closure keeps 
the inside of your sack white dust free.  supplied with a 
matching chalk bag belt.

Trad 
[The biggun chalk bag]

For big hands and those who like to chalk up to the 

wrist, This Trad daddy chalk bag will hold all the  chalk 

you’ll ever need on a massive route.  supplied with 6mm 

climbing cord as a waist belt for when it all gets a bit 

much and it’s time to flee

PRODUCT CATALOGUE NO.  

TUBE  [4 COLOURS AVAILABLE] CB1500ASS

TRACTION [4 COLOURS AVAILABLE] CB1502ASS

EDGE [4 COLOURS AVAILABLE] CB1503ASS

CLASSIC [4 COLOURS AVAILABLE] RB08ASS

PITCHER [4 COLOURS AVAILABLE] RB1503ASS

edge 
[boulder bucket]

A fully featured chalk bucket; a zip pocket, a Velcro pocket 
and  4 brush slots let you keep tabs on all of the essentials; 
brushes,  tape, sandpaper and superglue.  The carry handles 
and the stable base make it a cinch to use around the blocs, 
and the double-seal chalk closure keeps your chalk where 
you want it.

classic 
[Rope bag]

carries an 80m rope and a few extras, the full size tarp keeps your cord dirt free, and the 
clever strap system allows either a rucksack or a courier style carry.

Pitcher  
[Lightweight Rope bag]

A lightweight, packable rope bag that is both easy to use and super versatile: pack it in 
a rucksack snag free, carry it as backpack, use it as a rope bucket on sea cliffs, or as an 
essentials bag on multi pitch routes.  The tarp design allows quick and convenient rope 
stashing (thanks Rab carrington)

ALL iTeMs AVAiLAbLe iN:

   green blue grey  Red 
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Designing a range of ropes was never going to be easy. 

In an ideal world, you could design the lightest, toughest 

ropes with minimal impact forces and negligible stretch 

that would work in any situation with any belay device. 

Unfortunately, our world is far from ideal and we have 

to balance all of the rope characteristics to formulate 

a range that ticks as many boxes as possible whilst still 

maintaining good levels in other. 

We have distributed other rope brands in the uK for over  

20 years, so we feel we know the market well and know what 

makes a truly great rope. We also know that we could never 

produce ropes to anything like the quality of our hardware 

without such investment that would make the project cost 

prohibitive. With this in mind, we forged an alliance with a very 

reputable european rope manufacturer to bring you our new 

collection. it’s a concise range yet we feel it has something  

for everyone.

Ropes and slings
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Prophet 8.5mm  
[PRo RANge]

our performance half ropes take abuse in their stride in all 
conditions, summer or winter the world over. They are light, 
balanced, and easy to use when exposed to Mother Nature 
even at her worst. The Pro treatment repels water brilliantly, 
making them ideal for all-round use; from snowy gullies and 
damp sea cliffs to Alpine faces and even Himalayan peaks. 
Distinctly different colours make identification as simple as 
possible in even the grimmest conditions

Prodigy 9.8mm  
[PRo RANge]

Like it’s techno namesake, the Prodigy works and 
plays hard – a workhorse rope that exudes attitude, 
absorbs punishment and pushes technical limits with no 
compromising in performance. A superb, lightweight single 
rope that’s at home red-pointing top-end sport climbs or 
going fast and light in the Alps. A firm favourite amongst 
the more ‘hardcore’ of our test team. 

Pro treated of course and available in up to 80m lengths.

Project 10mm  
[PRo RANge]

Like it’s techno namesake, the Prodigy works and 
plays hard – a workhorse rope that exudes attitude, 
absorbs punishment and pushes technical limits with no 
compromising in performance. A superb, lightweight single 
rope that’s at home red-pointing top-end sport climbs or 
going fast and light in the Alps. A firm favourite amongst 
the more ‘hardcore’ of our test team. 

Pro treated of course and available in up to 80m lengths.

Our ‘Pro’ ropes have been designed to handle more abuse again, be it from the climbers themselves or from environmental 
factors. The additional dry treatment makes it not only repel water and dust more readily, but it also makes the dynamics 
of the rope work better giving better stats throughout.

Prodigy 9.8mm  AVAilAble in blue 

ProPhet 8.5mm  AVAilAble in red And blue 

ProJect 10mm  AVAilAble in yellow

New breed 9.4mm  
[PRo RANge]

There are a new breed of climbers out there pushing 
boundaries the world over. The DMM New breed rope is ideal 
for them to carry on doing so, but it also has an amazing 
balance of feel, dynamics and statistics to inspire confidence 
and help us mere mortals push our boundaries too.

so whether you need a light 80m sports rope or 2 X 50m 
ropes for guiding clients their first routes, the New breed 
ticks all the boxes.

new breed 9.4mm  AVAilAble in orAnge
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Our ‘Core’ ropes balance technical specifications and construction techniques with value for money. However, even at 
these entry level prices, we’ve still managed to incorporate more technical processes that make the ropes feel and behave 
better than their price tags would suggest.

spectrum 8.8mm  
[coRe RANge]

benchmark trad climbing ropes that can stand the test 
of time. These ropes were designed to cover the whole 
spectrum of british climbing - from gritstone edges to 
mountain classics. Like all of our core range, the post 
production treatment relaxes the rope making it feel like 
an old favourite, even from new. Two greatly contrasting 
colours are used for easy identification.

SPectrum 8.8mm  AVAilAble in PurPle And yellow

Mission 10.2mm  
[coRe RANge]

our big-hitting rope that takes abuse like a heavyweight but 
handles like a lightweight. our mission was to create a rope 
with group use and climbing and outdoor centres in mind 
that would still function perfectly as a workhorse climbing 
rope. Mission accomplished. inspiring confidence, this 
rope is best suited when absolute safety and longevity are 
paramount and is in fact equally at home on big walls as 
it is on sun-drenched limestone. And the ‘core’ treatment 
handling comes as a bonus too.

miSSion 10.2mm  AVAilAble in red 

concept 10mm  
[coRe RANge]

Like it’s techno namesake, the Prodigy works and 
plays hard – a workhorse rope that exudes attitude, 
absorbs punishment and pushes technical limits with no 
compromising in performance. A superb, lightweight single 
rope that’s at home red-pointing top-end sport climbs or 
going fast and light in the Alps. A firm favourite amongst 
the more ‘hardcore’ of our test team. 

Pro treated of course and available in up to 80m lengths.

Migrant 8.2mm  
[PRo RANge]

spring in North Wales, summer in the Alps, autumn in the 
Picos or winter in scotland. Meet your new ideal travel 
partner, the DMM Migrant.

Light in weight but not lightweight in performance and, as 
you would expect from DMM, beautiful to use. The tightly 
woven sheath helps longevity and also keeps things smooth 
for belaying, abseiling and clipping.

migrAnt 8.2mm  AVAilAble in green And PurPle

concePt 10mm  AVAilAble in  blue 
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PRODUCT COLOUR DIAMETER LENGTHS 
[M]

WEIGHT NO OF FALLS 
[UIAA]

IMP. FORCE PROPORT ION 
OF SHEATH

CATALOGUE NO.

CO
RE

 R
AN

GE

CONCEPT BLUE 10 mm 50, 60, 70, 80 65 g 7 9 kN 38 RP103NA-50 / RP103NA-60 / RP103NA-70 / RP103NA-80

MISSION RED 10.2 mm 50, 60 68 g 8 8.9 kN 37 RP104MA-50 / RP104MA-60

SPECTRUM PURPLE 8.5 mm 50, 60, 51 g 12 6.5 kN 48 RP101PU-50 / RP101PU-60

SPECTRUM YELLOW 8.5 mm 50, 60 51 g 12 6.5 kN 48 RP101YE-50 / RP101YE-60

STATEMENT COPPER 10 mm 50, 60, 70 62 g 5 8.9 kN 37 RP102CO-50 / RP102CO-60 / RP102CO-70

STATEMENT GREEN 10 mm 50, 60, 70, 62 g 5 8.9 kN 37 RP102GR-50 / RP102GR-60 / RP102GR-70

SHORTY COPPER 10 mm 30, 40 62 g 5 8.9 kN 37 RP107CO-30 / RP107CO-40 

SHORTY GREEN 10 mm 30, 40 62 g 5 8.9 kN 37 RP107GR-30 / RP107GR-40 

statement 10mm  
[coRe RANge]

Living up to it’s name, our entry level rope makes a 
statement. The post production treatment (usually only 
found on more expensive ropes) makes it supple and user-
friendly straight from the bag whilst retaining the durability 
normally reserved for a stiffer rope. ideal as either a first 
time buy or for those looking for excellent value for money. 
Available in 2 colours and 

9 lengths, so no matter what your requirements are, we 
have a statement for you.

shorty 10mm  
[coRe RANge]

Available in 30 and 40 m lengths, ideal for wall use.

Shorty 10mm  AVAilAble in green And coPPer

PRODUCT COLOUR DIAMETER LENGTHS 
[M]

WEIGHT NO OF FALLS 
[UIAA]

IMP. FORCE PROPORT ION 
OF SHEATH

CATALOGUE NO.

PR
O 

RA
NG

EPROPHET BLUE 8.5 mm 50, 60 49 g 14 6.4 kN 46 RP201BL-50 / RP201BL-60

PROPHET RED 8.5 mm 50, 60 49 g 14 6.4 kN 46 RP201RE-50 / RP201RE-60

PRODIGY BLUE 9.8 mm 50, 60, 70, 80 61 g 7 8.7 kN 38 RP202BL-50 / RP202BL-60 / RP202BL-70 / RP202BL-80

PROjECT YELLOW 10 mm 50, 60, 70, 80 64 g 8 8.7 kN 38 RP203GO-50 / RP203GO-60 / RP203GO-70 / RP203GO-80

NEW BREED ORANGE 9.4 mm 50, 60, 70, 80 59 g 6 8.8 kN 39 RP212SB-50 / RP212SB-60 / RP212SB-70 / RP212SB-80

MIGRANT PURPLE 8.2 mm 50, 60 46 g 11 6.3 kN 31 RP211PR-50 / RP211PR-60

MIGRANT GREEN 8.2 mm 50, 60 46 g 11 6.3 kN 31 RP211GR-50 / RP211GR-60

We also have a full range of Accessory Cord and Gym Rope on the reel. For further details please check the website and pricelist.

StAtement 10mm  AVAilAble in green And coPPer



nylon SlingS 
[16 mm and 26 mm]

dyneemA SlingS 
[8 mm and 11 mm]
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PRODUCT STRENGTH CATALOGUE NO.  

DYNEEMA SLING 8 mm x 30 cm 22 kN SP0830

DYNEEMA SLING 8 mm x 60 cm 22 kN SP0860

DYNEEMA SLING 8 mm x 120 cm 22 kN SP08120

DYNEEMA SLING 8 mm x 240 cm 22 kN SP08240

DYNEEMA SLING 8 mm x 400 cm 22 kN SP08400

DYNEEMA SLING 11 mm x 12 cm 22 kN SP1112AS

DYNEEMA SLING 11 mm x 18 cm 22 kN SP1118AS

DYNEEMA SLING 11 mm x 25 cm 22 kN SP1125AS

DYNEEMA SLING 11 mm x 30 cm 22 kN SP1130

DYNEEMA SLING 11 mm x 60 cm 22 kN SP1160

DYNEEMA SLING 11 mm x 120 cm 22 kN SP11120

DYNEEMA SLING 11 mm x 240 cm 22 kN SP11240

NYLON VARIABLE WIDTH SLING 12 CM 22 kN MAVW12AS

NYLON VARIABLE WIDTH SLING 18 CM 22 kN MAVW18AS

NYLON VARIABLE WIDTH SLING 25 CM 22 kN MAVW25AS

NYLON SLING 16 mm x 12 cm 22 kN MA1612AS

NYLON SLING 16 mm x 18 cm 22 kN MA1618AS

NYLON SLING 16 mm x 60 cm 22 kN MA1660

NYLON SLING 16 mm x 90 cm 22 kN MA1690

NYLON SLING 16 mm x 120 cm 22 kN MA16120

NYLON SLING 16 mm x 240 cm 22 kN MA16240

NYLON SLING 26 mm x 60 cm 30 kN MA2660

NYLON SLING 26 mm x 120 cm 30 kN MA26120

NYLON SLING 26 mm x 240 cm 30 kN MA26240

RIPSTOP D.L.L. SHOCK ABSORBER 22 kN 25RSDLL16

DAISY CHAIN 135 cm RED 22 kN [2 kN] DC135RD

DAISY CHAIN 135 cm BLUE 22 kN [2 kN] DC135BL

NYLON DAISY CHAIN 135 cm GOLD 22 kN [4 kN] DCNYLON135LG

NYLON DAISY CHAIN 135 cm RED 22 kN [4 kN] DCNYLON135RD

slings  
We have a good selection of closed and open slings and quickdraws in both 
Dyneema and Nylon. The latter comes as standard in 16mm, but for more 
robust applications we have 26mm wide options too. New for 2012/13 will 
be the variable width nylon draws in 3 lengths. Dyneema is offered 
as standard in 11mm width, but we also offer 8mm draws and 
slings for the very weight conscious!

dAiSy chAinS
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ce mArKing & Product conFormAnce

The CE marking process is known as ‘Type Examination’ and is an important supplement 
to our Quality Management System. In line with the requirements of European Union 
Personal Protective Equipment [PPE] Directive 89/686/EEC, all products designed and 
manufactured by DMM which are classified as PPE are independently Type Examined and 
tested to the relevant European Standard for Mountaineering & Industrial Fall Arrest. Only 
after meeting the requirements of the PPE Directive and the relevant European Standard 
are we allowed to mark 0120CE [the “CE” mark] on our products, type examination and CE 
marking is a legal requirement in Europe for all height safety PPE whether for industrial or 
leisure use.

BS EN ISO 9001:2008 compliance and CE marking/ product conformance are monitored 
by CEN [Committee for European Normalization. Notified Body No. 0120 [SGS UK Ltd., 
Weston-Super-Mare, Somerset, UK]. It is also a legal requirement that we maintain our 
Quality Management System as part of the PPE Directive ‘CE’ marking process. 

In addition, many DMM products also conform to other non-European standards (for 
example ANSI and CAN/CSA for North American conformance). More information about 
these products can be found on our web site or by enquiring directly to our Sales Team.

bS en iSo 9001:2008 QuAlity mAnAgement SyStem 

The Quality Management system maintained by DMM is registered to bs eN iso 9001:2008 
Quality Management system Requirements. The main aim of this system is reflected in our 
Mission statement: 

“Together each one of us will make a better, safer product for our customers” 

our system has evolved and continues to evolve as a result of nearly 30 years of 
development, investment and improvement to all of our activities. ‘Quality’ both actual 
and perceived is our number one objective, reflecting the fact that each and every day 
thousands of people around the world rely on DMM products to save their lives. our system 
is audited and supervised by sgs (uK) Ltd & other independent third party auditors (e.g. 
customers & potential customers, trading standards and other regulatory bodies) at regular 
intervals to ensure continuing compliance to the requirements of bs eN iso9001:2008, and 
as part of our commitment to continuous improvement.

uiAA conFormAnce “uiAA SAFety lAbelS”.

The uiAA stands for the union of international Alpinists Associations and it is a body which 
promotes the safety and interests of all parties involved in mountaineering and related 
activities worldwide. The uiAA publish standards for mountaineering equipment which 
supplement the requirements of the corresponding european standards mentioned above. 

A list of DMM uiAA certified products can be found on their website:  
www.uiaa.ch in the link “Safety labels”. 

3-SigmA teSting

This is our system for setting and monitoring the strength ratings as marked on our 
products, in line with the minimum requirements of the relevant european and other 
standards, the ‘3 sigma Testing’ method. DMM were the first company in our industry to 
use this statistical Quality control [sQc] technique. using test data derived from samples 
tested to destruction at the design stage we can set the strength rating of the product. We 
then have a system of ongoing batch testing which monitors and ensures that the 3 sigma 
Rated strength is maintained and actually exceeded. 

Part of our philosophy at DMM is to continue to improve the breaking strength of our 
products in excess of the standards which may be required. We do this to lessen the 
chance of failure in situations and conditions which might not be reflected in the standard 
but which we know as climbers ourselves can cause product failure. 

diSclAimer

climbing is potentially a very dangerous activity. equipment aside, judgement, common 
sense and experience are vital ingredients to keeping you safe. Any person reading this 
brochure is responsible for getting the proper instruction in the techniques and equipment 
necessary for climbing and assumes all responsibility for injuries incurred by yourself or 
those injuries you inflict on others. DMM international make no attempt to offer instruction 
of any kind, nor should you assume that information you read here is an adequate substitute 
for instruction or experience. No claim is made about the suitability of this information 
for any purpose, either stated or implied. by reading this information, you accept full 
responsibility for its use, and any consequences of that use. 

DMM makes every effort to ensure the information in this catalogue is correct and up to 
date. However we reserve the right to change product specification when or if deemed 
necessary. DMM international cannot be held responsible for any inaccuracies or omissions. 
if in doubt please ask!

inVeStor in PeoPle

DMM were the first manufacturing company in Wales to be registered to the investor in 
People [iiP] standard [July 1992] & in November 2009 achieved recognition to the latest 
version of this important standard. This standard is people orientated & its main objectives 
are: [a] to develop strategies to improve the performance of the organisation through its 
people; [b] to ensure that the organisation takes action in order to improve its performance 
through its people; and [c] to evaluate the impact of this investment in people on the 
performance of the organisation. iiP is more than just a training system. The iiP system is a 
key mechanism that helps us to target areas for improvement in all aspects of the business. 

For more information on any of these areas, please visit our website at: www.dmmwales.com 
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DMM INTERNATIONAl

Llanberis
Gwynedd
Wales
United Kingdom

LL55 4EL

General enquiries: +44 [0]1286 872 222
Fax: +44 [0]1286 872 090
Email: post@dmmwales.com 
www.dmmwales.com
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